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Differential cross sections for elastic scattering of 104 MeV a
. 40 42 44 48
part~cles from ' , , Ca have been measured with high angular
accuracy over a wide angular range. Optical model analyses using
different approaches for the potential form including a Fourier-Bessel
description of the real potential reveal isotopic differences which,
in particular for 48Ca , indicate a small neutron skin. The model
dependence of the extracted quantities is discussed in detail.
Elastische Streuung von 104 MeV a-Teilchen an 40, 42, 44, 48Ca und
Bestimmung der Optischen Potentiale
Zusammenfassung
Differentielle Wirkungsquerschnitte der elastischen Streuung von 104 MeV
a-Teilchen an 40, 42, 44, 48Ca wurden mit hoher Winkelgenauigkeit gemes-
sen. Analysen mit dem Optischen Modell unter Benutzung der Fourier-Bessel-
Beschreibung des reellen Potentials ergeben Differenzen der Potentiale
zwischen den einzelnen Isotopen, die - insbesondere für 48Ca - die Exi-
stenz einer schmalen Neutronenhaut an der Kernoberfläche anzeigen. Die
Modellabhängigkeit der gewonnenen Potentiale wird eingehend diskutiert.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important tests of current theories of nuclear
structure is provided by investigations of the shape of the nucleon
distributions. In general, however, the m a t t e r distribution of
nuclei is less accessible experimentally than the nuclear c h arg e
distribution. The elastic scattering of strongly interacting particles has
been suggested as a source of information on nuclear matter distributions.
Due to the insufficient knowledge of the strong interaction, hadronic
probes always imply the use of a model, either in an explicit or implicit
form, when going from the phenomenologically observed interaction to the
nucleon density distribution. Obviously the problem may be split into two
parts: (i) How accurately can the phenomenological interaction potential
between a probe particle and a target nucleus be determined? (ii)'How
reliable is the interpretation in terms of the nuclear density distributions?
In addressing these questions the scattering of a particles in the 100 MeV
energy region appears to be a most attractive method. In this energy region
a particle scattering shows not only the well-known diffraction phenomena,
which are characteristic of the absorption at the nuclear surface, but also
a finite transparency of the nuclear interior due to the refractive
property of the real potential.
As shown by Goldberg et al'.l the a particle-nucleus optical'potential
can be determined with a high degree of uniqueness if the range of the ob-
served angular distribution extends beyond the "nuclear rainbow angle",
which reflects sensitivity to the real potential at small radii. When the
constraints due to the choice of a specific functional form for the real
optical potential are removed by introducing more flexible methods2 (which
correspond to the '~rl:/odel-indepedent" techniques in electron scattering
analyses) one should be able to obtain reliable and accurate interaction
potentials from sufficiently preC1se experimental data. The case of
scattering on calcium isotopes is of particular interest. We find here not
1 .. . 1 . 48 don y an 1sotoP1C sequence rang1ng to a arge neutron excess 1n Ca an
including two subsequent shell closures, but also a considerable
amount of theoretical results and experimental information from other
sources which may help to understand the connection between the optical
potentials and the nuclear density distributions.
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In this paper we report the results of precision measurements of
. . of 4 . 1 b 40,42,44,48 C Ththe elastIc scatterIng 10 MeV a partIc es y a. e
measured differential cross sections extend over a wide angular range and
include the "nuclear rainbow" region as weH as exceptionally small angles
in order to increase the sensitivity also to the surface region. The
analysis of the experimental data aims primarily at the determination of
the strength and shape of the optical potentials, a good knowledge of which
is aprerequisite for any further discussion of nuclear density distributions.
In particular, the model dependence of the derived potentials which results
from the use of simple functional forms 1s greatly reduced by applyingthe
Fourier-Bessel (FB) method
2
. As compared to the conventional approaches the
FB method is capable of revealing small isotopic differences in the
interaction potentials and yield better descriptions of the differential
cross sections. Additionally, it provides realistic estimates of the
uncertainties of the various extracted quantities. A preliminary account of
40 48 . 3
part of the present results.(for ' Ca) was already publlshed . A
~urther analysis of the present results in terms of the nuclear density
distr-ibutions of the calcium isotopes invoking a density dependent folding
model is the topic of another paper4
2. EXPERIMENTAL
at the scattering
. 40 42 44 48The experIments on ' , , Ca were performed
5facili ty of the Karlsruhe Isochronous Cyclotron using 104 MeV a particles.
40The targets were self-supporting metal foils of natural Ca (96.9 % Ca)
and highly enriched 42,44,48Ca (enrichment 94-99 %). The target thicknesses
ranged between 1 and 5 mg/cm2 . The a particle beam was monochromized to
about 50 keV FWHM and focussed to a beam spot of about 1.5 mm diameter at
the target position. From the emittance of the cycl6~on the angular
divergence of the beam (80 % intensity) was estimated to be less than
0.20°. The scattering chamber used had a diameter of 130 cm enabling to
obtain a small angular acceptance of ~ 0.15° with 1.5 mm slits in front
of the detectors; thus excessive slit scattering was avoided. The
scattered a particles were detected by four Si surface barrier detectors
of 4 mm thickness mounted on a movable arm with angular distances of
1.5° between each other. The electronical set up consisted of standard
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NIM-modules and a data acquisition system based on a NOVA 11 computer.
The overall energy resolution of 150-180 keV (FWHM) was sufficient to
separate inelastic and contaminant peaks (C,O) at almost all scattering
angles. Particle identification was not necessary because the maximum
energy loss of protons, deuterons and tritons in the detectors was less
than 33 MeV, far outside the energy region of elastically scattered a
particles. 3He particles do not interfere with the spectra because of the
distinctly different Q values (about 15 MeV) compared to a particles.
Greateffottswere focussed on the determination of the absolute zero
point of the scattering angle by measuring on both sides of the beam
(left-right-measurement) and additionally by observing the kinematical
behavior of the carbon and oxygen target contamination peaks. The total
uncertainty of the scattering angles was determined to be ± 0.05°. At·
each scattering angle the four targets were measured in turn in order to
avoid angular errors by new settings. The elastic scattering cross sections
were measured from 0
CM
= 3° up to 0CM = 110° in steps of 0.5° in the diffrac-
tion reg~on (0CM ~ 60°) and in steps of 1.5° beyond. The beam current was
measured by a Faraday cup behind the scattering chamber and additionally
monitored by a fixed angle detector. The statistical errors were 1-2 % at
most of the forward angles. The uncertainty of the absolute scattering
angle was converted into cross section errors by taking into account the
slope of the angular distributions.
Since the uncertainties of target thickness, integrated beam current
and detector acceptance determined the absolute scale of the cross sections
only within 10 % accuracy the data were finally normalized at forward
angles to optical model predictions. The experimental results cover nine
orders of magnitude as displayed in Fig. 1. With increasing mass number one
observes an increasing shift of the diffraction minimatowards smaller
angles. The behavior of the cross sections in the transition region between
diffraction and refraction and also. the decrease at large angles are very
similar fot 40,42,44 Ca whereas the transition structure and the slope of
the refractive decrease in the case of 48Ca slightly differ from those of
th th . t Th f 40Ca and 48Ca had been de 0 er ~so opes. e measurements or repeate
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Fig. 1 Experimental differential cross sections for the scattering
of 104 MeV a particles from 40,42,44,48Ca .
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3. ANALYSIS
3.1 Conventional Optical Potentials
As a first step the analysis started with the conventional Saxon-Woods
(SW) parametrization of the optical potential. Indepedent parameter sets
were used for the real and imaginary parts, and the Coloumb potential was
derived from realistic charge distributions of the projectile and target
nuclei as determined from electron scattering experiments
6
. The parameter
values and some integral quantities of the resulting potentials are quoted
in Table la. The best values of X2/F, X2 per degree of freedom, were
significantly larger than 1 indicating that the SW optical potential was
inadequate for describing the observed differential cross sections. This
phenomenon had been noticed previously7 with high-accuracy scattering data
extending to large angles, and it was one of the motivations for the search
for alternative forms of the optical potential7 ,2. It has become popular7
recently to use the square of the SW function (SW2) for the real potential.
The difference between this form and the conventional SW form lies in the
coupling between the surface region and the interior of the nucleus. We
found indeed th~t the SW2 form lead to better X2 /F in fitting the measured
data, as indicated in Table Ib. It is also obvious that the characteristic
parameters depth, half-way radius and skin thickness as well as the integral
quantities obtained for each particular isotopß are different for the
alternatively used potential forms SW or SW 2 , respectively. The differences
between the integral quantities of the different isotopes, however, are
nearly indepedent from the choice of the functional form of the potential.
In a further step we introduced the SW2 form also in the imaginary
part of 'the optical potential. Thereby, the x2-values were only slightly
reduced. Even if a surface absorptionwith three additional free parameters
was included no further significant improvement of the theoretical descrip-
tion was achieved (see table lc, d). In the latter case the six parameters
of the imaginary potential were not unambigously determined in contrast
to the cases without surface absorption. (The measured data could not at
all be described when taking solely the surface term without volume
absorption). The parameters and particularly the volume integral per
nucleon pair of the real potential significantly changed when using differ-




Real Potential Imaginary Potential i•,
i!
A V -J /4A <r2>1/2~ W -J /4A 2 1/2 r x%r a r a <r >0 v v v v 0 w w w w
[MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV fm
3J fm I [MeV] [fm] [fm J [MeV fm3] fm
40 126.0 1 .221 0.829 333.9 4.466 18.8 1 .666 0.588 100.6 4.925 6.5
42 117.0 1 .258 0.803 325. 1 4.513 20.1 1 .665 0.580 106.8 4.975 7 . 1
44 1 16. 7- 1 .260 0.794 321 .6 4.536 21 .6 1 .641 0.593 1 10.3 5.000 4.4
48 130.8 1 .216 0.823 330.5 4.589 18.4 1 .657 0.558 95. 1 5.105 3.4
Table Ib: Parameters of real SW2-potential and imaginary SW-potential
40 152.6 1 .404 1 .253 317.9 4.315 I 20.3 1 .603 0.678 100.9 4.938 3.7 II 42 138. 1 1 .446 1 . 196 312. 1 4.372 22.3 1 .603 0.653 109.2 4.952 4.1I
! 44 139.4 1 .438 1 . 189 310.0 4.394 24.0 1 .578 0.665 1 12.6 4.973 3.6
i 48 162. 1 1 .378 1 .274 318.6 4.458
I
18.9 1 .633 0.603 95.0 5 . 1 14 3.3
Table 1c : Parameters of SW2-potentials (real and imaginary)
40 167.9 1 . 3-4 I 1 .342 309.4 4.315 ; 22.0 1 .789 1 .043 96.0 4.892 3.6
42 152.9 1 .382 1 .287 304.5 4.360 23.1 1 .791 0.988 101 .9 4.916 3.2
i 44 152. 6 1 .38 I I .272 302.4 4.381 25.8 I .753 1 .036 . 106.0 4.931 3.1
I 1.368 308.6 4.450 20.2 1 .791 0.921 90.6 5.057 3. 1
I
48 179.4 I .3 I 2
-- ..
(J'\
Table Id: Parameters of SW2-potentials (real and imaginary) plus surface absorptions W
s




-J /4A <r2>1 /2 , <r.; >1 /2 2V r a W r a W r a -J /4AA 0 v v v v 0 w w s s s w X
[MeV] [fm] [fmJ [MeV fm
3] ~mJ [MeVJ [fm] [MeV fm
3J -[fmJ [MeVJ [fmJ [fmJ [im] F
40 i30.2 1. 511 1 . 1 1~ 335.8 4.366 23. 1 1. 34 1. 87 12.8 1 .515 0.766 111. 8 5.065 2.9
42 135.6 1.460 1 . 169 315.5 4.369 12.3 1 . 35 1 .65 15 .5 . 1 .412 1 .06 109.6 4.988 3.0
44 148.7 1 .395 1 .246 303.3 4.376 11.8 1 .831 0.975 10.8 1 .235 1 .25 106.4 4.954 2.7
I
I




ent forms for the imaginary potential (compare tables Ib, c, d). This
indicates a non-negligible coupling between the real and imaginary potential
when using these simple functional forms.
A I h I d ·· . I f 40 d 44s an examp e, t e rea an ~mag~nary potent~a soCa an Ca
are displayed in fig. 2 for the cases a, b, and d. The differences origi-
nating from the chosen functional form are of the same order of magnitude
for both nuclei but the qualitative behaviour of the different models are
different for 40Ca and 44 Ca .
Besides the potentials itself it is useful to compare their integral
moments which are defined as follows








1[1n r V(r) 2 drr
M = exp for K 0
0 11 V(r) 2 drr
(The second moment M
2
is just the rms radius!)
The moments are plotted in fig. 3 for K = -2 up to K=6 for the real and
imaginary potentials of the procedures a), b) and d) (compare table I)
For the real potentials one observes strong deviations between the
different approaches in particular for the higher moments (K ~ 2). The
42,44
moments of the imaginary potentials agree rather weIl at least for Ca.
In general, a great similarity between the behaviour of the potentials
of the spherical nuclei 40,48Ca on the one hand and between the possibly
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Fig. 3 Integral moments MK (eq. 1) of the real and imaginary potentials
using different functional forms (compare fig. 2)
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3.1 Fourier - Bessel - Potentials
The SW2 form is just another parametrization of the shape of the
optical potential and, like the SW form, it cannot be considered
suitable for studies of aseries of isotopes since the choice of a
particular simple functional form for the potential may introduce some
bias into the results, as indicated above. In order to reduce such
h . 1 . 1 . 2effects the real part of t e opt1ca potent1a U was wr1tten more
flexibly as






where V (r) was either a SW or a SW 2 best fit potential and where the
o
series of spherical Bessel functions was included only for r < R , with= c
a suitably chosen cut-off radius R (usually 10-13 fm). The N coefficients
c
b (N ~ 10-13) were obtained by adjustment to the experimental data. The
n
imaginary potential was of the SW or SW 2 form and was adjusted simul-
taneously with the FB series. The term V (r) served only as the initial
o .
potential for the FB fit. By using the FB-analysis two main goals are
achieved2: (i) Sufficient flexibility is introduced into the potential
form thus allowing a better description of the differential cross sections,
whereby the constrain~'due to the choise of particular functional forms of
V (r) are avoided. (ii) Realistic estimates are obtained for the uncer-
o
tainties of various quantities such as the real potential itself, the
volume integral, and the rms radius. Uncertainties claimed for results of
conventional analyses are often underestimated 3 because the potential
region to which the experimental data are not sensitive is simulated to
be known via the extrapolation of a particular functional form.
Figure 4 displays examples of the fits obtained for the 40Ca data. The
2irnprovement in the fits when going from SW to SW and to the FB option is
clearly observed. It should be emphasized that the shape of'the imaginary
potential was of the SW or SW2 form • That could have sorne residual effect
on the real potential. However, this effect is found practically negligible
'(see Appendix B). Fig. 5 shows FB fits to all four Ca isotopes and it
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Fig. 4 Results of optical model analysis of 104 MeV a particle scattering
f 40 . d' ff . ,rom Ca uS1ng 1 erent parametr1zat10n.
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obtained with FB potentials. Table 2 summarizes the results for integral
quantities of interest. These were obtained from averaging various FB
fit potentials with SW2 form for the initial real potential V and a SW
o
form for the imaginary potential. The determination of the errors is
described in Appendix A.]]










2.0 327 ± 3 4.37 ± 0.06 103 4.94·
42Ca 2.5
317 ± 3 4.38 ± 0.06 110 4.93
44Ca 2.7 314 ± 3 4;41 ± 0.07 112 4.96
48
Ca 2.3 319 ± 5- 4.49 ± 0.09 96 5.09
The final FB-potentials and var10US integral moments (eq.1) and
their corresponding error bands are displayed in fig. 6 and fig. 7,
respectively.
In order to demonstrate the dependence of the obtained error band
on the angular data rangeincluded into the analysis the relative errors
f h 48C . 1 .. .o t e a potent1a s are shown 1n f1g. 8 for one part1cular set of
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Fig. 5 Results of the Fourier-Bessel Method: Experimental and



























Fig. 6 Real optical potentials for elastic 104 MeV a-particle scattering
fram 40,42,44,48Ca determined by the FB method. The hatched












Fig. 7 Various integral moments (see eq. I) of the real optical
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Fig. 8 Relative errors of the optical potential for 48ca • The different
curves correspond to different restricted ranges of the data
points used for the analyses.
It is obvious that the oprical potential is best determined in the
radial region between 2 and 7 fm, respectively, where the errors are
smaller than 2 %.
When excluding the data points beyond the nuclear rainbow angle one
still obtains small errors at r ~ 7 fm which is the strong absorption
radius as indicated by the dashed lines in the upper part of Fig. 8.
The errors in the innermore part of the potential especially at the slope,
however, are drastically increased and consequently also the errors of
the rms-radii (see inset in Fig. 8). On the other hand, when excluding
the very forward angle data from the analyses the error band at larger
radii remarkably increases (Fig. 8, lower part) underlining the importance
- 18 -
of the forward angle da ta for a precise determination of the outer tail
of the potential. The error band is also increased at larger radii
(r > 3 fm) by a factor of about two when taking larger angular steps
~
of the data points (1.50 instead of 0.5 0 ).
A possibly remaining model dependence of the optical potential when
using the FB-method is discussed in Appendices A and B.
4. DISCUSSION
Although the FB method proved to be quite appropriate for the analysis
of precisely measured elastic scattering cross sections extending to large
scattering angles the failure to reach X2/F values closer to one indicates
some residual deficiency. As already mentioned one possibility is,
obviously, that the imaginary potential is not sufficiently flexible. But
there are indications*) that an additional flexibility of the imaginary
potential (e.g. by introducing a surface term with three additional param-
eters) do not significantly improve the X2/F values. The results mayaiso
be affected by the coupling of the elastic scattering to inelastic
channels. Exvlicitly including such effects by a coupled channel analysis
could possibly further reduce the valuesofx 2 /F. It should be remembered,
however, that the description of the scattering cross sections on the basis
of a local potentials is, in itself, an approximation. It is not unlikely
that values of X2/F ~ I cannot be achieved at all for high precision data
within such an approach.
The results of the present work provide information on differences
between the a particle-nucleus optical potentials for the calcium isotopes.
In Fig. 9 the differences between the real parts normalized to their
respective volume integral are shown in analogy with similar curves usually
presented for the charge distributions.
The approximate equality of the volume integral per nucleon pair of
the real potential (JV/4A in Table 2) suggests a folding mode1
8 inter-
pretation. A folding model with a density independent effective interaction
leads to a constant value of J V/4A. This condition is not met exactly by



























Fig. 9 Differences between real potentials obtained from the
Fourier-Bessel analysis of 104 MeV a particle scattering.
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t.he results of the FB fits. The small deviations may indicate some density
dependence of the microscopic interaction, which also implies that the
additivity of the mean square radii of the a particle-nucleon effective
interaction <r 2 > and of the nuclear density distribution <r 2 >aN m
2
<r > + <r 2 > = <r 2 >aN m pot (3)
(which holds in a density independent folding model) has to be considered
only as an approximation.
The study of nuclear density distributions and nuclear sizes is the
4topic of another paper where the above questions will be discussed in
detail. In particular it will be shown that the additivity of the mean
square radii remains quite reliable. Anticipating the justification4 ,10
of eq. 3, and introducing the information about the charge distribution9
the difference of the rms radii of the real potentials reflects a small
k · f 48neutron s ln 0 Ca.
We wish to thank Professor Dr. G. Schatz and Professor Dr. P. Brix for
their encouragement and continuous interest in this project. Valuable
comments of Professor Dr. K: Grotowski are gratefully acknowledged. The
cyclotron staff providing the a particle beam with excellent quality
has contributed very much to the success of the experiments.
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Appendix A
Determination'of errors ofthe Fourier-Bessel Potentials and their
various integralquantities
A-I Errors of a single fit
The determination of the errors of the potential itself, the root-mean-
square radius and the volume integral from any partieular fit (one set
of cut-off raddius Rand number of parameters N) was deseribed in de-
e
tail in the paper of Friedman and Batty2. It should be notieed that in
eq. 5 of that paper a faetor of 2 was missing on the right-hand side.
Correetly it must read
<6b 6b > = 2 • (M- 1) • f. = C




The equations for ealeulating the errors of higher and lower moments
(see eq. 1 of the main part of this paper) than those given in ref. 2




C = Cmn', 22 mn
mn
K , [J.l • FK oF~J 1/26«r J» := ~ Cmn m
The terms FK are defined byn
(_) n+ 1 4 K+3
FK
Re K+2 . (n1Tr)Re = 41T J r dr2 n J o Ren 1T 0
(A - 2)
(A -' 3)
and by a straightforward integration it ean be shown that they satisfy
the following relationship





with the following results





it is easy to ealeulate FK for K ~ I. For K = -2 the following result
n
is obtained
-2 (-I) n+ I
lTSi(nlT) (A - 5e)F =n n
where Si (nlT) is the sine integral, with Si(~) lT Setting K=O in eq. (A-2)=2'
the error of the volume integral J is obtained. The relative error of
the K-th moment, MX (K ~ 0) is obtained from
6~ = I [6<rKJ> + 6~ ]
~ TKT <rKJ>
(A - 6)
where J and <rKJ> are evaluated numerieally by integrating to suffi-
eiently large radius (~ 15 fm). (For r > Re only V (r) is retained in
o
the integration. The effeets on the errors are diseussed below.)
It is also interesting to define a zeroth radial moment not by
setting K=O in eq. (A-2) but by doing it aS in eq. (1) of the paper, thus
~






= lim [i{ln 1, 4lTrK+2 V(r)dr - In J}]
K-70
(A - 8)
whieh yields "0/0". Differentiating with respeet to K and then letting
K -+ 0, we find
~
I f 2In Mo = J 4lTr (In r)V(r)dr
o
(A - 9)
whieh leads to the seeond part of eq. (I) in the present paper. The error
of the M moment (using the FB fits) is given by
o
A - 3
ßM ßJ ß<ln r .J>
0
= - + (A - 10)
M J <ln r .J>
0
with ß<ln r eJ>given by eq. (A-2) with
Fln = ln R +
(-1) n
Si(mr) (A - 11)
n c mr
A - 2 Errors of the averages of several fits
The results and the errors of a single fit to the data may depend on
the chosen cut-off radius Rand on the number of FB-terms N. The in-
c
fluence of this choice was studied by performing 49 different fits
with cut-off radii varying between 8 and 14 fm in steps of 1 fm and the
number of FB-parameters N being between 8 and 14. A second aim of this
study was to remove any remaining model dependence of the results of a
single fit by determining - in an adequate way - averaged resu~ts and
errors from the various individual calculations. The calculations were
40 42 44 48performed for each of the ' , , Ca isotopes. Since the results ob-
tained were very similar for all nuclei the investigations will be dis-
40cussed using the example of Ca.
The range of the number of varied FB-terms N was restricted by the
facts that for N < 7 the reproduction of the experimental cross sections
was distinctly worse whereas for N > 14 convergence problems of the
fitting procedure became serious. The chosen range of the parameter R
c
will be shown to be reasonable in the following discussion.
In fig. A-l the values of the real potential at r = 0 fm, 2 fm, 4 fm,
6 fm, 8 fm, and 10 fm, the rms-radii and the corresponding errors are
plotted versus R and partly also versus N. This characterizes thec
maximum spread of the individual calculations and reveals possible de-
pendence of the results on these parameters. Corresponding plots were
also made for the other various integral quantities in order to study
their behaviour. From the x2-values per degree of freedom ranging from
2.0 up to 3.2 it is obvious that the different calculations reproduce
the experimental data nearly equally well, so that from this aspect a
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Fig.A-la: Individual results and averages (dashed) of the potential
valuesat different radii from various FB-fit calculations
with different cut-off radii Rand numbers of parameter N.
c
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Fig.A-Ib: Individual results and averages (dashed) of the rms-radii from various FB-fit calculations.
A - 6
The results of the various individual calculations can be summarized
as folIows:
No systematic dependence on N was observed for
I (i) the potential for r ~ 2 fm and R ~ 9 fmc
(ii) the volume-integral per nucleon pair,-J /4Av
(iii) the K-th moments for K = -2 to +6
(iiii) the errors of all quantities evaluated
No systematic dependence on R was observed for
c
the volume integral per nucleon pair
the moments smaller than K = )





the potential between r 2 fm and about 8 fm
moments smaller than K = )
Hence we oberve a dependence of the following quantities
111 (i) the potential between r = 0 and r = 2 fm on Rand N
c
for R < 9 and N < 9c-
(ii) the potential for r ~ 7 fm on Rc
(iii) the moments K = ) to K = 6 on Rc
(iiii) the errors of the moments to 6 on Rc
Fig. A-) and compilations 1-111 show that most of the interesting quan-
tities do not systematically depend on Rand N. For these quantities
c
it is at least reasonable to calculate the final value of the quantity
by averaging the individual results thus cancelling out the accidental
results of any individual calculation. Thereby there is no considerable
difference between arithmetic or weighted mean value.
For the determination of the final errors of these quantities there'is
no standard procedure aVäilable,because the individual errors contain
only the experimental errors (statistics, angular uncertainty) whereas
the averaging procedure also considers model dependence. No estimates
of these model dependent errors (if at all possible) are given by any
weIl founded mathematical formalism (such as the statistical errors)
nor their combination with the latter, when both contribute to the fi-
nal error.
The most conservative error determination, of course, will be to quote
A - 7
the maximum and minimum range of the individual error bars as the final
error of each quantity. However, in view of the very small standard de-
viations





of the individual results X. from the final average value Xthis seems
1
us to be an overestimate. These standard deviations are for all quanti-
ties not listed under 111 distinctly smaller than the average of the in-
dividual errors and, of course, smaller than the total spread of the er-
ror bars. Hence, we quote the arithmetic mean value of the individual
errors as the final errors of the quantities under consideration (not
listed under 111).
For the quantities, where we observe a dependence on the choice of R
c
or N the dependence of the potential between r = 0 and r = 2 fm was
only observed if both Rand N were small « 9). In these calculations
---- c -
the x2-values were systematically larger (around 3) than in the other
calculations (average of x2-values about 2.5). This is certainlY due to
the fact, that with the restrictions R ~ 9 fm and N < 9 the FB-model
c
is not flexible ('model independent') enough to give an optimal repro-
duction of the experiment. Therefore, we omitted these particular cal-
culations in the further averaging procedure.
The only remaining dependence whichshould be discussed more in detail
is the dependence on R of the potential values for r ~ 7 fm, the de-
c
pendence of the higher moments and in particular of the errors of these
quantities. We start with the discussion of the increase of the errors
with increasing R which seems to be the most serious problem. The in-
c
crease of the errors of the higher moments is easy to understand since
the error of the potential for radii larger than R but smaller than the
c
integration limit (which was 14 fm in all calculations) by definition is
set to zero. This deficiency - on the first glance - may lead to the
conclusing that the cut-off radius has to be increased more and more, in
order to get more realistic errors. However, there is a clear argument
against a further increase of R • The radial region between r = 13 fm
c
and r = 14 fm for example contributes to the value of the sixth moment
only 0.03 % and to that of the second moment only 0.003 %. Hence further
A - 8
increase in R is not justified. Therefore for the error determination
c
of integral quantities on1y thoseindividua1 ca1cu1ations shou1d be in-
c1uded where the free-fitted potential region r < R rea11y contributes
c
to the quantity under consideration. As a criterion for the terminus
"contributes" we chose the fo110wing: a further integration from R up
c
to r = 14 fm shou1d increase the quantity by at least 0.2 % (that is
1 *)about /10 of the sma11est individual error) .
By this criterion one gets as maximum cut-off radius R to be consi-
c
dered for the error determination of the various integral quantities:
J /4A Rmax ::: 11 fm0 c
~: K = -2 to +4 - 11 fm-
~: K +5 to +6 ::: 12 fm
In order to avoid toostrong an inf1uence of accidenta1 resu1ts of in-
dividual fits with the particu1ar R -values quoted, we ca1cu1ated the
c
arithmetic average of the errors of all individual resu1ts with
R = Rmax ± 1 fm
c c
Thereby, one gets an error of the rms-radius of 40Ca of
Li 1 = 0.06 fm
This error determination seems to be rather conservative for the fo1-
10wing reasons:
The maximum spread 1/ 2(i)
sults (R
c
8 - 14 fm, N
2 1/2 2 1/2«r > - <r > . ) of allmax ml.n
= 8 - 14) is on1y slight1y
individual re-
1arger, name1y




When increasing the critica1 va1ue to 1 %, the errors of the moments
K > 1 are decreased by about 50 %!
A - 9
Similar relations between the characteristic quantities öl' Öz and Ö3
hold also for the other integral quantities.
The average value X itself of each integral moment was determined from
all calculations with 9 fm < R < 13 fm. This somewhat wider region
c-
was used to reduce the influence of the starting potential V and of
o
the integration limit R =14 fm. For comparison, we calculated also
max
the weithted average (W) of the rms-radius (displayed in Fig. A-I) which agrees
within the error bars with the arithmetic average (A) although the cal-
culations with smaller R have a stronger weight on this average.
c
Concluding, it seems fair to say that accidental results dominated by
a particular choice of Rand N are satisfyingly cancelled out by the
c
averaging procedure described above and that the quoted errors also in-
clude model dependent effects of the FB-method. The quoted errors~ how-
ever, do not include those model effects which are not directly con-
nected with the FB-method. The quoted errors, however, do not include
those model effects which are not directly connected with the FB-method,
as e.g. the chosen functional form of the imaginary potential *). This
kind of model dependence is discussed in Appendix B.
*) The errors of the parameters of the imaginary potential enter the
error determination of the FB method via the covariance matrix
(eq. A - I) which includes the correlations of the FB-parameters
with the parameters of the imaginary part.
B - 1
Appendix B
Remarks on the model depertdence of the FB-optical potentials on V (r)
':':;::==:'::':'~"":":;;"""'::"':'::":'-':':;':"';":"::"'-':"':"~---------~----''--------o--
and on theform of the imaginary potentials
The most important model assumptions which are still involved in the FB-
analyses are obviously the preselected forms of the "first guess"
potential Vo(r) (eq. 2) and of the imaginary potential WI taking either
SW or SW2 parametrization. In order to study the influence of the
chosen functional form of Vo and WI on the final FB-potential we per-
formed four different "sets" of FB-calculations which are characterized
in table B-I:
Table B-I: FB-calculations using different parametrizations











Id SW2 + surface
calculations of set 1,2 and 4 were performed for 40,42,44,48ca ,





potentials V (r) are displayed in fig. 2 (main
o
part of this paper) for 40ca • The first three sets mainly aim at investi-
gating the influence of V (r) (different V (r) but same form of WI(r».
o 0
Set 3 and4 have the same real starting potential V (r) but distinctly
o
different imaginary potentials (see fig. 2 ). In the calculations of
set 4 the surface term of the imaginary potential was not varied because
of ambiguities. The parameters of the surface term were taken from table Id.
For each set 36 FB-fit calculations were performed and averaged as explained
in Appendix A-2.
R 9-14, N = 9-14
c
B - 2
Although the starting potentials were quite different the final FB-
potentials excellently agreed for r ~ 8 fm as demonstrated in fig.B-I










2 4 6 8 10 r [fm]
Fig. B-I FB-potentials with error bands using different starting
potentials V (r). Dashed line: SW starting potential (Set I);
o
Solid line: SW2 starting potential (Set 2).
At larger radii, however, the final potentials were mainly determined
by the starting potential V (r) since the scattering cross sections are
o
not sensitive to this region (see fig. 7). Consequently the resulting
rms-radii and in particular higher moments of the various procedures
slightly differ from each other since the potential tail has a
dominant weight on the higher moments.
Fig. B-2
B - 3
Integral moments Mk (see eq. t) and eorresponding error
bands obtained by various FB-fit ealeulations with
different starting potentials V (r). Dashed line: SW (Set 1)
o
SOl1d line: SW2 (Set 2)
For the imaginary potentials of set I the starting values for the
(varied) parameters were taken from table la; for sets 2 and 3 we
used the values of table tb. Although these potentials were rather
different in each individual FB-fit calculation of sets 1 to 3 the
parameters of the imaginary potential converged to the same va.lues
(within the range of the parameter-errors) whieh were very elose to
the values given in table Ib.
The influenee of the form of the imaginary potential on the real FB-
potential studied by set 3 and 4 is as small as the influenee of V (r).
o
The relü potentials itself overlap between r=O and 10 fm similarly as shown
in fig. B-I. The most obvious effeetis the inerease of the volume
integral per nueleon pair - whieh agree for sets I to 3 within 2 MeV
fm
3
- by about 7 MeV fm3 *) and a less steep inerease of the integral
moments as demonstrated in fig. B-3.
3
Consider the error of ± 3 MeV fm
B - 4
Thereby a complete agreement of the moments -I to +1 is observed for







Fig. B-3 Integral moments MK (see eq. I) and corresponding errors band
obtained for different forms of the imaginary potentials.
Solid SW (set 3) Dashed dotted SW
2
(set 4)
From the various FB-calculatiomcharacterized in table B-I and from
figs. B-] to B-3 we conclude that the results of some of the evaluated
quantities slightly depend on the starting potential V (r) and on the
o
imaginary potential to an amount which is not in all cases fully inside
the error bands provided by the FB-method.
However, for the most interesting quantities, namely the differences
between the potentials of the Ca-isotopes and their integral moments
any model dependence completely vanishes. Hence we regard the FB-method
to be adequate at least to determine isotopic or isotonic differences of 0.-
particle scattering potentials model independently.
C - 1
Appendix C
Experimental Differential Cross Seetions
SGA HER I NG UF 4-H~ PARTI CLE S UN 40-GA
ELAB " 104.0110 MEV Q " 1.1.0 MEV . o +
EGM 94.532 MEV K " 4.05671FER,>l1 ETA " 1.235111
LAIlORATORY OATA RUTHERFOt<O GM OATA
THETA SIGMA OSIGMA SIGMA/SR THETA SIG'IA llSIGMA
OEGREE MB/SR , llEGt<EE MB/SR M!l/~R
2. B9 2.B3BE+0~ 11.3 6.JI5E-\JI 3.19 2.H5~+05 2.b27E+li4
3.39 1.511E+05 15.2 6.061E-OI 3.74 1.243E+Cl5 1.8'HE+,,4
3.89 9.235E+Cl4 11.7 6.423[-01 4.29 7.5I19E+04 ~.8891:+03
4.41 6.J27E+04 lu.4 6. '1I.)4E-u I 4.R6 4.96vE+\.I4 ~.IHE+lJ3
4.92 3.9u4E+u4 11.4 u.931E-ül 5.42 3.213E+il4 3.6 Hf: +1.13
5.40 2.328E+04 12.5 6. OOOE-\J I ~.95 1.91c>E:+J4 2.392E+v3
6.00 1.389E+04 12.8 ~.4b3E-OI 6.62 1.144E+04 1.46bE+u3
6.50 7.03JE+03 18.4 3.f106E-ul 7.L 7 5.789E+i)3 1.068E:+03
7.0i) 3.154[+03 21.5 2.296E-OI 7.72 2.5WE:+<l3 5.592E+u2
7.5" 1.408E+U3 2u.4 1.3~.)E-\Jl b.21 1.16,,1'+03 2.3l.1C>l:+v2
8.00 0.434E+02 13.3 1.041[-iJI 3.82 c>.949~+02 9.221E:+ul
8.5J 1.103E+03 5.7 1014310-01 9.31 9.J!l8E+02 5.164E'+lJI
9.00 1.2IdE+03 6.ß 2.419E-Ol 9.92 I.Ov4E+1l3 c>.114l.1E+':'I
9.50 1.654E+03 5.0 4. ::l7 5E-\.! I 10.41 1.364E+ü3 6.876E+Ol
10.00 1.680E+03 3.1 5.10 5E-') 1 11.02 1.393E+U3 4.3112E+ul
10.39 1.430E+i)3 4." 5.uHE-ul 11.45 1.18UE+::l3 5.834E+ul
10.89 1.174[+03 5.9 4.98tlt:-JI 12.00 9.6rHE+(J2 5.702E+ul
11.39 8. 55l.E +u2 8.3 4.348E-Jl 12.55 1.063E+J2 ).8HE+lJl
12.00 5.266E+J2 12.0 3.2951:-01 13.22 4.3.. 9[+02 5.241E+ul
12.511 2.682E+U2 IB.7 1.':I741:-ul 13.11 2.21bt:+u2 4.1!>3E+OI
13.01.1 1.08IE+J2 21.5 9.301':-02 14.32 d.931E+JI l.4551:+ul
13.5v 2.08bE+OI 50.4 2.1.181[-02 14.81 1.125E+uI 1l.698E+"iJ
14.00 2.10bE+OI 23.8 2.43'F-J2 15.42 1.142E+ul 4.149E+OO
14.50 6.23IE+C,1 12.7 9.2!l3E-02 15.91 5.156E+OI 6.53ZE+uU
14.75 1.428E+Ol 11.2 1.051E-OI 11..25 6.148E+Ol l.u56E+OI
15.00 1.153E+02 11. I 1.1:>4E-,Jl Ib.52 9.546E:+:ll l.vbuE+O 1
15.25 1.273E+02 -1.3 2.0bElE:-ul 16.8J I. J54E+02 ..".dJ5E+UII
15.50 1.643E+v2 1.2 2.R41E-ul 11.01 1.36LE +02 9.167E+uO
15.75 1.759E+J2 3.5 3.2491:-,)1 17035 1.457E+02 5.150E+OO
16.00 1.89JE+u2 2.9 3.717E-..:JI 17.62 1.566E:+U2 4.503E+00
16.25 1.974E+02 4.6 4.129[-01 17.9J 1.636E+J2 7.:'75E+UIJ
16.3'-1 1.932E+u2 2. I 4.IElIE-\} 1 18.0' 1.6<llE+u2 3.34dl:+Ou
16.89 1.756E+02 3.4 4.28IE-JI 18.61.1 1.456E+u2 4.977E+uu
17.39 1.4HE+02 4.9 3.933':-JI 19.15 1.192E+()2 5.814E+i)u
18.lIu 1. 11!lE+:J2 6.6 3.5J9F.-ul 19.82 ..".282E+JI b.138E+00
18.50 7.66IE+OI lu.7 2.68IE-':'1 2u.37 6.365~+')1 6.829E+\JJ
19.00 4.341E+UI I ... .." 1.611ElE-iJl 21.1 ... 2 3.6oJ8E+Ol 5.H2E+uu
19.50 2.284E+OI U.6 9. 041E -i)2 21.46 1.'lJuE+OI 2.586E+uu
20.00 ·1.765(+01 5.2 EI.412E-J2 22. UI 1.469E+OI 7.663E-1.i1
2v.50 1.983E+Ol 4.5 1.042E-Ol 22. !iC> 1.65lE+OI 1.348E-0 I
21.00 2.464E+OI 5.5 1.4241:-01 23 .11 2.053E+Jl lol20E+0()
21.5i> 3.069E+OI 6.3 1.947E-Jl 23.6l.1 2.559E+\il 1.61iJE +"0
22.00 4.05ZE+Ol :;.7 2.91!iE-OI 24.20 3.3110E+OI 1. n5E+UO
22.39 4.767E+Ul 2.7 3.550[-i)1 24.63 3.97.."E+JI 1.075E+1,,0
22.89 4.677E+Ol 1.3 3.80JE-Ol 25.18 3.9J6E+OI 5.2u2E-01
23.39 4.326E+iJl 2.6 3.~211:-01 25.73 3.615E+OI 9.272E-Ol
24.00 3.682E+OI 4.0 3.60b~-;"1 26.39 3.')8uE+OI 1.2't2E+ClO
24.50 3.014E+Ol 5.6 3.2U2E-ul 26.94 2.523E+ul 1.414E+Ou
25.00 2.288E+Ol 6.6 2.632E-Ol 27.49 1.917E+OI 1.257E+ClO
25.50 1.718E+OI 1.9 2.211E-OI 28.03 1.490E+OI 1.112E+00
26.00 1.145E+Ol 9.2 1.537L:-OI 28.58 9.601E+00 (l.867E:-ul
26.50 9.072E+OU 5.5 I.H2E-ul 29.13 1.616E+Ou 4.155E-OI
27.00 7. 536E +00 3.4 1.173[-ul 29.b 7 6.332E+OO 2.156E-,H
27.50 7.424E+OO 2.8 1.242E-ul 3u.22 6.242E+00 1.72IE-UI
28.00 8.69lE+OO 2.8 I. 560E-0 1 30.76 7.314E+00 2.041E-C;1
28.50 9.070E+Ou 2.0 1.745E-Ol 31.31 7. 639E +(/l) 1.564E-UI
29.(10 9.804E+iJ\.! 2. I 2.020E-OI 31.85 8.264E+OO 1.72bE-III
29.39 9.46IE+OO J.9 2.u53E-OI 32.28 7.980E+Ji) 6.789E-02
29.89 9.427E+00 1.2 2.186E-Ol 32.82 7.958E+vO 9.1'.181:-1.12
30.39 8.736E+OO 1.9 2.16IE-Ol 33.37 7.38IE+uO 1.41tlE-UI
31.00 7.938E+00 2.7 2.122E-Ol 34.03 6.714E+JO 1.832E-ul
31.50 6.832E+OJ 4.4 I. 944E-O I 34.57 5.784E+00 2.532E-OI
32.00 5.497E+00 5.8 1.66 3E-J 1 35.12 4.658E+00 2.b90E-01
32.50 4.201E+OO 5.6 1.350E-Ol 35.66 3.563E+OO 1.981E-ül
33.00 3.576E+OO 4.1 1.220E-OI 36.20 3.J36E+OO 1.242E-lJl
33.50 3.047E+OO 4.0 1.102E-Ol 36.75 2.589E+OO 1.036E-ul
34.00 2.585E+OO 2.7 9.900E-02 H.29 2. 198E+00 5.835E-Cl2
34.50 2.646E+OU L.6 1.072E-Ol 37.83 2.252E+00 3.661E-02
35.00 2.760E+00 1.5 1.183E-Ol .38.38 2.352E+00 3.488E-02
35.50 2.922E+OO 1.8 1.323E-OI 38.92 2. 493E+OU 4.611E-u2
36.00 3.126E+OO 1.6 1. 494E-0 I 39.46 2.669E+Ou 4.379E-02




SC ATTE ~ I NG ~f
104.JJu MEV
4-Hf:
Q v.0 /oiE V " 0 +
ECM 94.532 ,'1EV K " 4.J~67/FER~1
(continued)
dA 1.235dl
LABORATORY DAlA RUTHEKFuKD CM JA TA
THETA SIGMA OSIGMA SI:>MA/SR THETA SIG"IA JSl(iMA
OEGREE "IB/SR ~ JEGKEE .'16/5R MBI SR
36.89 3.482E+Ou 3.0 1.829E-ul 4V.42 2.918E+u", 9.044E-02
31.39 3.208E+OO 1.B 1.715E-;11 4J.96 2.141E+0C1 4.946E-U2
31.89 3.19uE+OO 1.3 1.858E-u1 -tl.5u 2.735E+uO 3.611E-02
3B.50 3.22UE+00 1.9 1.995E-ul 4l.16 2.1b4E+utl 5.1tllE-u2
39.00 2.942E+OO 2.4 1.9l:iE-u1 42.1u 2.ntlE+OO 6.11dE-u2
39.50 2.132E+:l0 2.2 1.367L-J1 43.24 2.3~uE+OU 5.1Ol.E-\)2
40.00 2.541E+Ou 2.4 1. B2 7[;-U1 43.18 Z.194E+Ju ~.l70[-02
40.50 2.409E+Ou 1.9 1.813E-u1 44.32 2.j71HCiO 3.919[-{;.1
41. Oll 2.344E+00 2.3 1.tl48E-J1 44.86 l.u23E+JlI 4. b 71E-u2
41.50 2.069E+00 2.5 1.709E-v1 45.40 1.7!l8E+').:J 4.~58E-u2
42.00 2.048E+OO 1.1 1.171E-01 45.9 __ 1.712E+OJ.J 3• .iü4E-"Z
42.50 2.101E+v\l 2.2 1.9voE-01 46.48 1.1l25[+OiJ 3.936i:-li2
42.89 1.931E+OO 2.9 1.tl14E-v1 46.9:.1 1.619E+OO 4.fillE-u2
43.39 2.036E+00 2.1 1.993E-u1 47.43 1.161E+OiJ. 3~1()5E-\l2
43.89 2.101E+Ov 2.0 2.155E-",1 4f.97 1.83IE+uu 3.t.5~E-v2
44.50 2.049E+00 1.9 2.2uBE-J1 't1l.t..1 1.7B3E+üO 3.421E-02
45.00 2."82E+00 1. 1 2.3411::-01 4'1.16 1.d14E+üu 3.u7uE-02
45.50 2.014E+00 2.3 2.432E-v1 '.9. fu 1.!l09E+Oo 4.119E-02
46.00 1.821E+0u 2.1 2.22bE-v1 5-'.23 1.591 E+~(, 4.3J9f:-i,;2
46.80 1.136E+Oü 2.2 2. 2b~jf:-v1 :i1.",9 1.j~UE+uu 3.3192-,,2
47.80 1.494E+OO 3.0 2.11.12-01 ~2.1() 1. H 1E+Jv 3.961E-u2
48.80 1.311E+uO 2.5 2.104[-,,1 'B.n 1.21~E+i.JU 3.047:-1.12
49.80 1.329E+OU 2. 1 2.19JE-01 54.29 1. I 72E+ ... ", .1.516[;- ... 2
50.80 1.154E+Ou 3.0 2.J4~E-01 5~.36 1. Jl1E+vv 3.1,,/6i:-(I2
51.80 1.U48E+OU 2.5 2.üOJE-01 51>.4.1 9.?91E-01 2.3'1i:-"Z
52.80 9.681E-Ol 3.5 1.9B5E-u1 57.49 ~ .61 uE-:l1 2.'i94E-vl
53.8u 8.429E-(}1 4.2 1.!I53E-01 58.5~ 7.518E-01 3.192E-02
54.80 7.605E-01 3.3 1. lCI9E-O 1 5'1.bl 0.8u2E-01 2. n 3E-('2
55.80 6.402E-01 4.1 1.61ut-v1 6J.67 ~. 742E-Jt 2.332t-l.2
5b.80 5.286E-01 4.1 1.419E-01 6 t. 12 4.75"E-vt .1.216E-u2
51.80 4.621E-ü1 3.9 1.324E-01 62.78 4.1 fjE-Jl 1.61)E-",l
58.80 4.025E-üt 3.4 1.217E-u1 6 J.!l3 3.043t:-.:11 t.22~E-v~
59.80 3.414E-01 3.8 1.1"61:-,,,1 64.d9 3.0'J91:-ut 1.1B9E-02
60.80 2.983E-':>1 3.5 1.028i:-v1 65.<;4 2.llvE-u1 'lI.5~tlE-,)3
61.80 2.638E-01 3.4 9.631E-u2 lJo.99 2.'t1uE-,)1 tl.21't[-\..3
62.8u 2.2311:-01 3.8 8.629E-02 6ß.U3 2. )44[-",1 f.!lllE-(d
63.80 t.8BE-v1 3.8 7.5u41:-u2 bq.üB 1.61bf:-01 6.4721:-03
64.8u 1.494E-01 4.2 6.464E-02 7').12 1.377[-01 5.fl22E-v3
65.80 1.290E-01 4.6 5.8'1bE-02 71 • 11 1.1 'i.3E-·j1 5.412l-v 3
66.8u 1.096E-01 3.9 5.285E-u2 72.21 1. J 1 fE-\) 1 4. j05E-u3
67.80 8.381E-02 3.1 4.259E-.i2 73.25 1. aOlE-i)<! 2.898E-u]
60.80 1.312E-02 3.4 3.945E-02 74.29 t..885E-i.J2 2.314E-03
69.80 6.15uE-02 4.3 ].461E-v2 15.32 5.76;'[-'>2 2.454E-~3
10.80 4.951E-02 4.5 2.932E-02 lb.36 4.66uE-.)2 2.111>[;-"'3
13.30 3.620E-02 5.0 2.420E-02 78.9] 3.'.4UE-JZ 1.729E-v3
75.80 2.231E-02 5.6 1.610E-u2 tl1.50 2.1331:-02 1.1illl:-('3
18.30 1.494E-02 5.8 1.24tlE-ü2 84.06 1.441E-02 B.3fl!.iE-04
80.80 1.290E-02 6.0 1.197E-02 96.61 1.255E-.i2 7.519E-04
83.30 1.ü911:-ü3 6.9 1.2111E-03 ü9.14 6.961E-J3 4.8HE-u4
85.80 5.141E-03 1u.0 5.811E-03 91.b6 5.J92f:-J3 5.u92E-04
88.30 2.813E-03 11.3 3.487E-u3 'i4ol8 2.tH1E-J3 3.1 1l0E-l,4
90.80 2.250E-03 10.8 3.041E-03 96.6tl 2.2b9E-03 2.445E-04
95.80 9.089E-u4 3u.1 1.453E-ü3 101.b5 9.H2E-04 2.8u!lE-u4
100.8:1 4.1J4E-04 19.0 8. 753E-04 106.57 4.911E-04 'J.328i:-u~
1u2.80 2.522E-04 21.1 4.968E-u4 108.53 .1.1>55[-04 5.169E-ü5
110.80 8.13JE-05 33.3 2. 12OE-04 116.29 9.449E-O~ 3.15JE-J5
c - 3
SCATTERING OF 4-HE PAR TlCLE S ON 42-CA
ELAB "' 104.JOO MEV Q • 0.0 MI: V . o +
ECM 94.943 ME V K "' 4.0744/FEIVII ETA "' 1.235111
LABORATORV DATA RUTHERFORD 01 OATA
THETA SIGMA DSIGMA SIGMA/SR THETA SIGHA lSl\iHIl
DEGREE MB/SR * OI:GREE .'1B/SR MB/ SR
3.29 1.558E+05 6.7 5.544E-Ol 3.bl 1.293E+05 8.6731::+1J3
3.79 1.0 3bE +O~ 13.2 6.491E-OI 4.1b B.599E+J4 7.\1281:+1J3
4.29 7.119E+04 7.9 7.3211:-01 4.71 5. 9llJE +04 4.653E+03
4.90 4.243E+04 9.1 7.425E-\l1 5.38 3.523E+04 3.2221:+03
5.40 2.724E+04 10.7 7. J29E-0 I 5.93 2.262E+04 2.427E+1J3
5.81 1.564E+04 13.3 5.422E-OI 6.38 1.299E+04 1.722E+u3
6.40 7.772E+03 14.2 3.9541:-01 7. u2 b.456E+03 'l.16IE+u2
6.90 3.476E+03 lH.2 2. HBE-OI 7.57 2.898E+03 ~. 26bE+02
7.40 1.443E+03 19.2 103IIE-OI 8.12 1.199E+u3 2.30uE+\l2
7.82 8.325E+02 9.4 9.434E-02 11.5 tl 6.919E+l:12 6.B1E+lJl
8.31 9.06 7E +02 4.4 1.167E-Ol 9.12 6.7JbE+\l2 2.964E+OI
8.81 l.l07E+03 8.4 2.JI8E-OI 9.b7 9.2\18E+02 1. 7l4E+u 1
9.40 1.825E+03 3.7 4.312E-Ol 10.32 1.518E+03 ~.559E+ClI
9.90 1.7dlE+03 1.3 5. 174E-\l1 lJ.86 1.482E+03 I. 92OE+u I
10.40 1.637E +03 2.2 5. 7B 71::-0 I 1l.41 1.3b2E+03 2.9941:+01
1,).90 1.445E+03 4.7 6.lb2E-ul 1l.96 1.2,)3E+03 5.6531:+\,1
11.40 9.6\18E+02 B.1l 4.899E-ul 12.51 a.OJIE+ü2 7. ü5tll:+0 I
11.90 5.~93!::+02 11.8 3.626E-OI 13.00 4.993E+02 5.1l711:+01
12.32 3. 133E+':'2 lb.9 2.17~E-ul 13.51 2.611E+J2 4.4211:+ul
12.90 9.433E+OI 2tl.3 7. ß72E-02 14.15 7.fl04E+OI 2.226i:+ol
13.40 1.594E+('1 57.u 1.547E-02 14.70 1.329E+Ol 1.572E+00
13.82 5.579E+\lU 35.4 6.133E-03 15. 16 '0. ,,;'tE +UIJ 1.65JE+UJ
14.,)ü 8.213E+00 lJ5.:> 9.4'HE-03 15.3b 6.1l52E +00 4.455E+00
14.29 3.479E+OI 2501 4.3631:-02 15.61 2.9J3E+vl 7. 291!::"'J
14.50 5.218E+\l1 20.5 6.936E-\l2 15.9,) 4. 355E+CI 8.931E+lJO
14.79 9.014E+Ol 13.'0 1.296E-ul 11..22 1.52bE+.,)1 l.ullE+"1
15.00 1.134E+02 12.7 1.7251:-;)l 16.4~ ·~.'tlJtlE"JI 1.2J2E+Ul
15.44 1.735E+02 6.1 2.'.I62E-JI 16.93 1.'t50E+u2 tl.89<;!::+lJO
15.92 2.1UIE+02 2.0 4.J5JE-ClI 17.46 1. 756E +02 3.593E+JU
lf•• 42 2. 134E+..:l2 1.7 4. 64'1E-0 I I!I.OO 1.784i:+02 3.115E+00
16.91 1.822E+02 3.3 't.463E-0l Itl.54 1.524E+'J2 5.1l9lE+<..u
17 .44 I. 5BE +J2 5.3 4.2ZJE-OI 19. 12 1.274E+02 6.804E+uO
17.94 1.129E+02 9.6 3.494E-':'1 19. b 7 9.4431::+01 9.J04E+Ou
18.4J 6.400E+OI 12.0 2.19lE-01 2;". 17 5. H.IE+Ol 6.413E+uO
19.40 1.777E+.:Il 17.3 7.504E-J2 21.26 1.490E+')1 2.575E+00
19.79 1.199E+OI 7.4 5.478E-\l2 21.69 I.JObE+OI 1.4~uE-UI
20.29 1. 29bE +ul 5.8 6.539E-02 22.23 1• .JtltlEhil 6.269E-Ol
20.79 1.!l94E+Ol IJ.6 1. 052E-1J 1 22.1tl 1.590E+1l1 1.61(5E+<..0
21.40 3.575E+Ol 6.4 2.22bE-01 23.45 3.Ju5f:+Ol 1.924E+Ou
21.90 4.441E+Ol 3.0 3.J30E-Jl 2j.99 3. 135E+Ol 1.113E+00
22.40 4.817E+Ol 1.5 3.5931:-Jl 24.54 4.1l54E+OI 5. 937E-0 1
22.90 4.928E+ul I. 7 4.iJIJE-;j1 25 • .:18 4. 15';'E+ul 7.110E-Ol
23.40 4.414E+Jl 2.9 3.912E-ul 25.63 ~. 7L~E+Ol 1.0Iill:+(,l)
23.90 3.742E+ul 5.1 3.60~I:-Jl 26.1 1 3.155E+01 1.5971:+0J
24.40 2.584E+Ol 1.3 2.700E-()1 l6.12 2.18JE+OI 1.599E+I.I\I
24.90 1.886E+Ol (>.8 2. 1351::-ul 27.26 1.593E+Ol I.Ll80E+uO
25.40 1.340E+Ol b.l 1. 641.1E-J 1 27.tlO 1.1 HE +0 1 7.63~E-Ol
26.00 9.603E+uO b.O 1.289E-Ol 28.41> 8.121E+U;) 4.869E-,)(
26.50 7.488E+Ou 4.3 1.<.I83E-OI 29.00 b.H7E+uu 2.699E-<..1
21.00 7.004E+00 2.9 1.090E-01 29.54 5.931E+00 1.705E-Ol
27.29 b.949E+00 2.9 1.128E-Ul 29.8b 5.887E+Ou 1.724E-Ol
27.50 7.584E+00 2.8 1. 26tlE-0 1 3,).09 6.427E+00 1.82uE-01
27.79 7.747E+00 3.3 1.350E-Ol 30.40 6.569E+00 2.11 Ji:-Ca
28.00 8.489E+00 3.3 1.524E-Ol 30.6.3 7.2JÜE+00 2.37UE-Ol
28.29 8.845E+00 2.5 1.653E-Ol 30.95 7.Su6E+vu 1.9LlbE-01
28.50 9.342E+00 3. I 1.791E-,)1 H.l1 7.929E+OU 2.4b4E-01
28.90 1.049E +0 1 2.1 2.132E-Ol 31.61 1l.9121:+0U 1.898E-Jl
29.40 1.020E+01 l.b 2.216E-Ol 32.15 8.669E+00 1.421E-OI
29.90 1.0 10E +0 1 2.0 2.344E-Ol 32.69 8.592E+OO I. 135!::-v I
30.40 1l.643E·00 3.5 2.140E-Ol 33.24 1.35ilE+00 2.597E-Ol
30.90 7.318E+00 3.9 1.941E-Ol 33.18 6.287E+00 2.454E-Ol
31.40 b. 171E+00 5.2 I. 736E-0 1 34.3Z 5.268E+00 2.749E-Ol
H.90 4.351E+00 6.2 1.:JOOE-Ol 34.86 3.714E+00 2. 313E-lj 1
32.40 3.62bE+00 5.0 1.151E-Ol 35.40 3.J98E+Ou 1.556E-OI
32.90 2.804E+00 4.3 9.451E-02 35.94 2.398E+00 1.04,)E-ul
33.29 2.669E+00 1. 7 9.41 7E-J2 3b.31 2.284E+00 3.886E-02
33.79 2.581E+00 1.6 9.651E-02 36.91 2.21IE+00 3.485E-02
34.29 2.621E+00 2.lJ 1.037E-Ol 37 .45 2.24 7E +00 4.595E-U2
34.90 3.069E+00 2.0 1.30 lE-O 1 38.11 2.634E+Ou 5.319E-02
35.40 3.212E+00 1.5 1.438E-Ol 38.65 2.759E+00 4.257E-02
35.90 3. 367E+OLl 1.2 1. 5'JZE-ü 1 39.19 2.896E+0';' 3.434E-02
36.40 3.353E+00 1.2 1.6 72E-O 1 39.73 2.896E+00 3.524E-02
36.90 3.347E+00 1.5 1.760E-vl 40.27 2.884E+00 4.202E-02
37.40 3.1311:+00 1.7 1. 734E-0 1 '.0.80 2.700E+00 4.711E-02
37.90 2.949E+00 1.7 1.71 9E-0 1 41.34 2.54bE+01J 4.20bE-02
38.40 2.773E+00 2.0 1.700E-Ol 41.88 2.396E+00 4.720E-02
38.90 2.522 E+00 2.8 1.625E-Ol 42.42 2.182E+00 6.028E-')2
39.50 2.062E+00 3.1 1.409E-Ol 43.07 1.18bE+OO 5.618E-02
40.00 1.867E +00 2.0 1. 339E-Ol 43.bO 1.619E+00 3.254E-02
40.50 1. 9u2 E+00 1.7 I. 430E-0 1 44.14 1.65IE+O\.l 2. il~21:-02
40.79 1.811E+00 2. I 1. 400E-0 I 44.45 1. 57lE +Ou 3.233I:-u2
C - 4
SCATTERIi'<" GF 4-HE PAk Tl Cl ES 0:, 42-C4
ELAß 104.).10 MiV :J " J.O Hu' .. J +
ECM 94.943 ME V I( 4. 0744/FEI< ~ I ::TA 1.235~l
(continued)
LABORATOR Y DATA kliT'-1ERFUf\D C-~ ()ATA
THETA SI:>"lA JSIGMA S i Gi~A/ SR THETA SIGMA )~luM"
DEGR.EE MB/SR % UU;REI: 'Iö/SR Mol Si<.
41.00 1.645E+110 1.5 1.45510-01 44.66 1.6.J3E+0" 2.4u7E-02
41.29 1.650E+00 1.6 1.499E-Ol 44.99 1.609E+00 2.6351:-02
41.50 1.686E+00 1.6 1.556E-Ol 45.21 1.641E+00 2.609E-02
41.79 1.654E+00 1.6 1.573E-Ol 45.53 1.614E+00 2.953E-02
42.00 1.600E+00 2.2 1.556E-Ol 45.75 1.568E+00 3.431E-02
42.40 1.936E+00 1• 7 1.136E-IH 46.18 1.688E+00 l.868E-02
42.90 1.923E+/)0 1.4 1.803E-Ol 46.72 1.678E+00 2.379E-02
43.40 1.935E+00 1.4 1.896E-Ol 47.25 1.690E+Oü 2.356E-02
43.90 1.932E+00 1.8 1.971E-Ol 47.79 1.690E+üO J.OI6E-Q2
lt4.ltO 1.151E+00 2.0 1.671E-Ol 46.32 1.5HE+00 3.017E-02
ltlt.90 1.727E+00 2.1 1.926E-Ol 48.86 1.51ltE+00 3.166E-02
45.ltO 1.515E+00 2.lt 1.761E-Ol 49.39 1. BOE +OQ 3.215E-(;2
lt5.90 l.lt51E+00 2.0 1.158E-Ol 49.93 1. Z15E+00 2.012E-02
46.40 1. 332E +00 2.9 1.682E-vl 50.46 1.172E+00 3.347E-02
46.79 1.184E+00 2.7 1.543E-Ol 50.88 1.0lt3E+00 2~794E-ü2
47.29 1.1lt2E+OO 2. 1 1.549E-Ol 51.41 1.001E+00- 2.145E-02
47.79 1.029E+00 2.3 1.452E-1.I1 51.94 9.J82E-Ol 2.122E-OZ
46.40 9.827E-Ol 2. 1 1.455':-01 5Z.59 8.6118E-Ol 1.8ZZE-02
46.90 9.460E-Ol Z.O 1.456E-Ol 53.1Z 8.H4E-Ol 1.68bE-OZ
49.40 8.903E-Ol Z.O 1.42 3E-0 1 53.66 1.890E-Ol 1.516E-OZ
49.90 6.927E-1.I1 Z.4 1.482E-ul 54.19 7.92ZE-Ol 1.6115E-(,Z
50.40 6.144E-Ol 2.3 l.lt03E-01 54.7 Z 7.236E-Ol 1.700E-02
50.90 1.974E-Ol 2.lt 1.4Z6E-Ol 55.25 7.094E-Ol 1.612E-OZ
51.40 7.358E-Ol Z.5 1. 364E-0 1 5;.16 6.554E-Ol 1.645E-OZ
51.90 7.003E-Ol 2.lt 1.346[-01 56.31 6.Z41E-Ol 1.5(J5E-OZ
5Z.ltO 6.333E-Ol 3.0 I.Z6.2E-Ol 50.6lt 5.056E-01 1.71ltE-u2
5Z.69 6.7Z7E-Ol Z.5 1. 368E-0 1 .51.15 6.01 ZE:-O 1 1.513E-02
53.Z9 6.1Z4E-Ol 3.4 1.Z99E-Ol 51.16 5.48.2E-01 1.651E-OZ
53.79 5.0Z0E-Ol 3.1 1.10.2E-Ol 56031 4.;\)IE-Ol 1.lt06E-02
5lt.30 5.246E-Ol 2.4 1.193E-Ol 56.65 4.11UE-Ol 1.11I1E-OZ
54.9\1 4.8Z0E-Ol 2.tl 1.1HE-vl 59.49 4.334E-Ol 1.231E-(,Z
55.40 4.361E-Ol .2.3 1.06910-01 60.01 3.93ZE-ul 9019ZE-03
55.83 4.155E-Ol 2.5 1.041E-vl bO.46 3.14IJE-Ol 9.Z14E-03
56.40 3.99uE-01 3.Z 1.J44E-Ol 61.01 3.u03E-01 1.156E-02
56.90 3.441E-Ol 2.6 9.312E-()2 61.60 3.116E-Ol 6.221E-(,3
51.3Z 3.4ZZE-Ol Z.8 9.491E-OZ 6Z.04 3. 'J98E-Ol 8.7391::-03
57.90 3.03.2E-1.I1 4. 1 6.13vE-OZ 62.65 ~.149E-Jl 1.119E-(J2
5tl.40 2.413E-Ol 3.6 70349E-02 63.17 Z.245E-Jl 8.1681':-03
58.81 2.595E-Ol J.3 7.909E-02 63.00 2.i59E-01 1.848E-03
59.29 2.24.JE-ul. 3.6 7.035E-02 64.11 2.03~E-Ol 1.352E-03
59.79 1.972E-Ol 2.8 6.364[-ÜZ 64.63 1.1'J8E-vl 5.091E-03
60.40 1.958E-Ol 2.8 6.516E-;)Z 65.21 1.TatlE-JI 3.J6I1E-03
6().9(J 1.146E-01 3.0 6.043E-J2 65.tlu 1.591E-ol '•• II31E-U3
61.40 1.650E-01 3.0 5.llI33E-02 06.3.2 1.51ZE-Ol '•• 60 3E- (,3
61.90 1.494[-1.11 J.d 5.4tl5E-u2 66.64 10311E-ul 5.Z7Z[-u3
62.4'J 1.3Z7E-Ol 3.3 5.v13E-U2 67.37 1. Zl9E-')1 4.048E-\.;3
6Z.90 1. 332E-0 1 3. '. 5.17>3':-02 67.69 1.225E-ul 4.11ZE-03
63.40 1.119E-IH 3.5 4.718E-uZ 6B.41 1.J1J6E-Ul 3.16~E-{J3
63.9J 1.145E-Ol 3.4 '•• 712(-02 6il.93 1.v51E-ul 3. 5'.4E- (,J
64.40 9.762E-OZ 4.1 4.13 IE-.)2 6~. 45 9.021[-02 -i.703E-v3
66.29 6.935E-02 3.3 3.253E-;)2 11.42 6.446E-02 2.1v4E-li3
69.40 4.648E-02 4.Z 2.IJ13c··OZ h.65 4.550E-02 1.~22E-u3
70.90 Z.JOllE-02 B.2 1.199E-02 76.19 1.966E-02 1.545E-(;3
12.29 2.641E-OZ 5.1 1.b79E-.J2 Tl.63 2.501E-02 1.212E-v3
73.90 Z.22JE-uZ 5.0 1.524E-v2 79.ZI3 2.11oE-I)Z L.u56E-03
75.40 1.691E-OZ 0.3 1.247E-OZ J0.8Z 1.624E-0.2 1.022E-03
16.90 1.123E-OZ 7.6 6.821E-03 62.36 1.J80E-U2 a.184E-04
18.29 8.116E-03 7.3 6.925E-v3 1l3.18 7.tl9tlE-iJ3 5.7b2E-04
61.40 5.160E-03 1:1.4 5.416E-iH ll6.94 5.62lE-03 4.13\)E-04
82.90 3.421E-03 lu.8 3.454E-u3 96.46 3.35oE-03 3.615E-04
84.29 3.477E-03 8.9 3.106E-v3 69.80 3.4Z1E-03 3.066t-v4
65.9J 3.079E-03 9.1 3.4911:-03 91.49 3.J51E-J3 l.775E-04
97.40 2.226E-03 11.5 2.669E-\J3 93.0i) Z.211E-03 Z.551E-04
66.90 1.491E-03 13. 5 1.ll95E-v3 94.5u 1.499E:-u3 2.U27E-04
91.79 7.613E-04 18.2 1.u74E-03 97.39 1.759E-04 1.413E-04
93.40 7.16ZE-04 16.5 1.058[:-(J3 ~6.9~ 7.26ZE-04 1.21.10E-"4
94.90 Z.395E-04 '.0.5 3.717E-U4 100.48 Z.446E-04 9.91\)E-05
96.40 4.667E-04 2u.tl 7. 5961::-u4 Iv 1. 'Jb 4.194E-04 9.9531:-05
I':>Z.4J 1.82tE-04 34.3 3.549E-J4 107.67 1.912E-04 6.561E-U5
103.90 2.560E-05 13303 5.196E-05 IJ9.33 Z.698E-05 3.597E-u5
c - 5
SCA TTER I NG UF 4-HE PARTlCLES ON 44-CA
ELAß . 104.000 MEV Q • 0.0 MEV . u •
ECH • 95.321} MEV K . 4.0906/FERMI ETA . I. Zl5lH
LAßORATORY DAU RUTHERFORD CM DA TA
THETA SIGMA OSIGMA SIGHA/SR THETA SIGMA ",SIGMA
DEGREE H8/SR , DEGREE M8/SR M8/SR
3.Z9 1.474E+05 7.1 5.Z46E-Ol 3.60 1.Zl4E.05 8.753E+03
3.79 9.518E+04 80l 5. 963E-0 1 4.14 7.964E.04 ö.638H03
4.Z9 6.818E.Olo 7.5 7.0 11E-O 1 4.69 5.7u6E.04 4.28ZE+Ol
4.84 4.189E.04 9.3 6.95ZE-Ol 5.29 3.506E.04 J.211H03
5.3l Z.697E.04 9.4 6.6Z3E-Ol 5.83 2.251E+04 2.10E+03
5.84 1.650E+04 11.1 5.11u7E-J 1 6.38 1.381E.04 1.538E.03
6.40 7.556E+u3 16.2 3.844E-Ol 7.0ü b. 32 8E.li3 1.;)27E+ü3
6.9\) 3.241H03 19.1) 2.227E-0 I 7.54 2.715H03 5.168E.02
1.41l 1.397E.03 17.7 1.269E-ul 8.\19 1.lNH03 2.011E+02
7.81 8.81]E.02 7.3 1.JJZE-Ol 8.54 7.434E+u2 5.426E+Ol
8.B 9.003E.02 4.b 1. 3011:-~1 9.u8 7.545E.02 3.452EH;1
9.81 1.260E+03 8.1 2.295E-ul 9.63 1.1l56H03 1l.511E+Ol
9.40 2.011E+03 4. I 4.74910-",1 10.27 1.i>8bE.il3 6.935EH11
9.90 1.833E.03 2. 1 5.l25E-01 lli.82 1.538E·03 3.240HOl
10.40 1.656E.03 203 5.856E-1l1 1l.37 1.l90Hli3 3.232EHIl
10.90 1.4 HE +03 5.0 b. 29 7E-u 1 11.91 1.240E+03 6.2v3E.Ol
11.40 9.214Ehl2 10.1 4.698E-Ol lZ.46 7.735E+02 7.8iJ4E+lJl
11.90 5.495H02 12. 1 3.324E-Ol 13.0.1 4.614HJ2 ~.868':.01
12.3Z 2.717H02 18.0 1. 927E-0 1 U.46 2.333E.02 4.196E+Ol
12.90 7.b14E+Ol 27.3 6.353E-02 14.09 6.398E.Ol 1.74bE+ul
13.83 1.188HOl 41.5 1.3UdE-U2 15. 11 9.991HOO 4 •.142E.OO
14.00 1.687E+Ol 45.5 1.949E-u2 15.2~ 1.418E.Ol· 6.451E.OO
14.29 5.281E+Ol 2J.6 1>.623E-ü2 15.61 4.44ZE.Jl 9.142HO\l
14.50 7.23bHul 1601 9.616t:-02 15. !l4 6. )87HOl 9.827HOIi
14.19 1.130E+02 11.8 1.625E-ill 16.16 9.51JHUl 1.118E.ul
15.00 1.393E.02 'i.2 2. lidE-vi 16.38 1.172H02 1.U13E+Ol
15.44 1.959E+02 4.5 J.3B[-'Jl lb.86 1.1>49E.02 7.43bE.üO
15.95 2.198E+02 1.2 4.268E-vl 11.42 1.85lH02 2.1d6E+uv
16.41 2.186E.02 2.0 4.756[-ul 17.93 1. i42E.J2 l.b36E+vu
10.91 1.197Hu2 4.1 4.40",E-Ol 18.47 1.515H02 6.261E+uO
17.44 1. 442E .02 6.5 3.~1l8E-Ul 19.~4 1.216E.u2 7.94lE+OO
17.94 9.813E.Ol 10.8 3.)HE-vl 19.59 cl.280HOl "J.930EHiU
18.40 5.622E.Ol 11.6 1. 92.JE-O 1 2u.u9 4. 146Ehll 5.499E.uO
19.40 1.175E.Ol 15.4 1.~4E-U2 21.1d 1.5:10E+Ol 2.315Hü",
19.79 1.151E.Jl 10.3 5.287E-02 21.60 9.71HE+Ou 1.006E.vu
20.29 1.526E+Ol 8.2 7.694E-\l2 2~. 15 1.Z90HOl 1.UblE.Ov
20.19 2.361E+Ol 9.9 1.315E-OI 22.69 2.j04E+Jl 1.975E+00
ZI.4.:1 4.139E.Ol 5.0 2. 511E -,H 23.35 3.5J5E.Ol 1.765E.OO
21.90 4.122E+0 1 2.2 3.2ZIE-ul 23.9il 4.0J1E+Ol 8./85E-Ol
22.40 5.035E+OI 1.5 3.755':-01 24.44 4.269E.OI 6.49IE-ul
22.90 4.836E·OI 1.0 3.934E-ill 24.96 4.1u2E.Ol 7.387E-Ol
23.40 ft.H5Hül 3.6 3.114IE-Ol 25.53 3.680HOl l. 3 251:+00
23.9\l 3.371E.Ol 6. I 3. 2't6E-0 I 26.v 7 l.863E+Ol 1.7421:+(Ju
24.4\l 2.346E.Ol 1.7 2.451E-Ol l6.61 1.994H~H 1.529E+uU
2ft.90 1.603E+Ol 7.5 1.814E-Ol 27 .1:; 1.363HOI I.U25Hull
25.40 1.180E+Ol 6.2 I. 444E-0 1 11.70 I. ;)v4HOl 6.261E-Ol
26.00 8.691E+00 4.9 1.166E-ul 28.35 7.41l3E.00 3.649E-Ol
26.50 7.495E+0,", 3.3 1.084E-UI 28.89 6.38~E+OO 2. v9lE-01
21.00 7.651[+00 2.9 1.190E-Ol 29.43 6.526E.UU 1.II13E-l;l
21.29 7.605E.00 3.8 1.2341::-ul 29.74 6.49JE+0\1 l.4J4E-OI
27.50 8.413E.00 3.8 1.40 7E-v 1 29.97 7.19IE+00 2.699E-ul
27.19 8.146E+00 3.9 1.524E-ul 3'>.28 1.469E+00 2.895E-Ol
28.00 9.639E+Oü 3.0 1. nUE-ü 1 30.51 8.234HOO 2.5",3E-Ol
28.29 9.6HEHIO 2.1 1.808E-OI 3u.83 8. 267E+,",U 1.124E-ul
28.50 1.021E·Ol 2.8 1.965E-OI 31.05 8.731E·uO 2.453E-('1
28.90 1.118HOI 2.9 2.212E-1)1 31.49 9.%7HOu 2.764E-Ul
29.40 1.010E+Ol 2.5 2.195E-ill 32 .03 8.b47E.OO 2.192':-(;1
29.90 9.627E+00 2.5 2.234E-OI lZ. 57 8.241E+OO 2.il75E-ul
30.40 8.117e.00 4.3 2.Ul0E-01 33.11 6.9bOE·00 3.01i1E-Ol
30.90 6.792E+Ov 501 1.792E-Ul 33.65 5.1128E+00 2.956E-Ol
31.40 5. 114E.0,", b.2 1.454E-Ol 34.19 4.443E+00 2.751E-Ol
31.90 3.782E+00 6.8 1. 1l0E-0 I 34.13 3.251E+OU 2.ll6E-01
32.40 2.948HOO 5.3 9035dE-02 35.27 2.536H1l0 10353E-Ol
32.90 2.649E.00 3.1 8.921E-\l2 35.81 2.281HUu 7. 125E-':'2
33.29 2.569E+00 2.5 9.064E-02 36.23 2.214E+OU 5.621E-02
33.79 2.559E+OO 1.6 9.56IE-u2 3b.77 2.2u5E+OO 3.600E-02
34.29 2.68IE+00 1.9 1.061E-Ol 31.30 2.313HOO 4.430E-02
34.90 2.972E.00 2.7 1.259E-Ol 31.96 2.568e.OO 7.045E-02
35.40 3.240E+O\l 107 1.451E-Ul 38.5,) 2.8'>2HOO 4.114E-02
35.90 3.342E.00 1.8 1.580E-Ol 39.04 2.893E.00 5.1'+OE-u2
36.40 2.98IE.00 2.7 1.486E-Ol 39.58 2.5112HOO 6.989E-02
36.9u 2.923E+00 201 1.537E-Ol 40.11 2.535E+00 ~. 343E-(;2
37.40 2.529E+00 3.2 1.400E-Ol 40.65 2.195E.Ou 1.058E-02
31.90 2.194e.OO 3.7 1.279E-Ol 41.19 1.906E.O(.o 1.048E-02
38.40 1.929E·00 2.6 1.182E-Ol 41.72 1.611E+00 4.426E-02
38.90 1.794E·uO 2.5 1.156E-Ol .42.26 1.562E+00 3.951E-02
c - 6
SCATTERIf'iG UF 4-HE PARTICLES UN 44-CA
ELAB . 104.000 MEV Q • 0.0 MEV . u +
ECM 95.lZ:I MEV K • 4.090b/FERMI ETA • 1.2)5t11
(continued)
LABORATORY OATA RUTHERFORO CH DATA
THETA SIGMA OSIGMA SIGMA/SR THETA SIGMA JSIGfoIA
OEGREE MB/SR , LlEGkEE MII/SR ."lb/SR
39.50 1.5Z0E+00 3.5 1.0lBE-01 4Z.90 1. 3Z4Et-00 4.b56E-CZ
40.00 1.578E+00 1.8 1.132E-Ol 43.44 10311E+OO 2.539E-uZ
40.50 1.5blE+uO 1.b I.H4E-Cl 4l.~8 1.3b3E+vO 2.1119E-OZ
40.79 I. 5bbE +00 1.7 1.ZllE-ul 44.Z9 1.3b9E+OU 2.3119E-uZ
41.00 1.584E+OU 1.9 1.Z49E-Ol 44.51 1.3B5E+OO Z.607E-uZ
41.Z9 1.509E+00 Z.O l.aZE-Ol 44.8Z 1.3Z0E+00 Z.b41E-OZ
41.50 1.5ZZE+OO 1.9 1.Z57E-Ol 45.05 1. HZE+Ou Z.489E-OZ
41.79 1.598E+00 Z.Z 1.355E-ill 45.3b 1.399E+OO 3.080E-OZ
4Z.00 1.554E+OO Z.5 1.343E-OI 4!i.58 l.lblE+OO 3.J93E-OZ
4Z.40 1.111E+00 Z.Z 1.538E-Ol 4b.Ol 1.!i:l!iE+Ou J.359E-l/Z
4Z.90 1.b37E+00 1.6 1.534E-Ol 46.54 1.437E+UO Z.31ZE-uZ
43.40 1.6Z6E+00 1.5 1.59ZE-OI 41.08 I. 4Z9E +OU Z.141E-CiZ
4,,.90 1.6Z7E+OO Z.O 1.665E-Ol 47.61 1.431E+00 Z.8uOE-OZ
44.40 1. 459E +00 Z.4 1.559E-Ol 48.14 I. Z85E+':hJ 3.081E-OZ
44.90 1.38ZE+01l 2.3 1.!:>41E-0 I 4'3.68 I.Z19E+uu Z.194E-02
45.40 1. Z54E+1l0 Z.1 1.4511E-Ol 49.Z1 1.1 J 1E +00 Z.935E-OZ
45.90 I ol33E +00 Z.1 1.113E-ul 49.74 1.\JIlIE+Ou Z.141E-OZ
46.4J 1.1ZZEt-OO Z.4 1.416E-OI 5"'. Z1 9.9Z4E-Dl Z.40ZE-OZ
46.79 9.81l1E-01 3.6 I.ZIl1E-01 50.69 8. 149E-Ill J ol36E-OZ
47.Z9 8. 718E-0 1 2.1 1.191E-ul 51.Z2 1.78IE-vl Z.U85E-OZ
47.79 8.b7ilE-01 Z.7 I.ZZ4E-OI 51.15 1.1",IE-UI Z.u85E-uZ
48.4) 1.931E-Ol Z.1 1.114':-01 52.40 7.048E-Ol 1.868E-OZ
48.9') 7.613E-Ol Z.7 1.111E-01 5Z.93 6.H4E-1l1 1.3Z1E-OZ
49.40 7.Il38E-01 3.'" I.1Z5E-OI 53.4b 6.Z70E-OI 1.878E-uZ
49.90 6.914E-vl Z.8 1.1431::-ul 53.99 6.167E-ill 1.131E-vZ
50.4.1 6.605E-OI Z.9 1.13ßE-OI 54.52 5.iNilE-Ill 1.693E-iJZ
5u.90 6.50ZE-OI 3.3 1.16ZE-Ol 55.05 5. :113E-OI 1.9ZIlE-"Z
51.'t') 5.94tlE-01 Z.8 1.103E-ul 55.58 !i •.H5E-01 1.413E-OZ
51.90 5.904E-OI Z.8 1.IJ5E-ul 56. 11 :;.29ZE-OI 1.459E-OZ
5Z.4U 5.346E-Ill 3.4 I.D65E-Ol 56.64 4.B8E-OI 1.633E-uZ
5Z.79 5. 568E-0 I Z.3 1.14UE-ul 51.u5 5.JOZE-OI I.I1ZE-02
53.Z9 5.Z88E-OI 3.4 1.IZ1E-IlI 51.!i8 4.157E-ul 1.6UIE-uZ
'30 79 4. 451E-O I 2.6 9.184E-uZ 511.11 4.014E-ul I. u63E-Ci2
54.40 4.367E-Ol Z.5 9.996':-02 58.1!i 3.940E-OI 9.853E-03
54.9!! 4.0:l4E-01 3.2 9.48vE-U2 59.28 3.611E-OI 1.lu6E-OZ
55.40 3.809E-OI Z.Z 9.3Z5E-uZ 59.IlJ 3.445E-1l1 1.519f-03
55.90 3.5171:-01 ~.J 8.999E-OZ 6U.:33 3.185E-vl 1.046E-"Z
56.40 J.I73E-OI 3.8 9.Z96E-(JZ 6.:1.66 Z. !:l71E-IlI 101 u6E-OZ
56.90 3.036E-OI 2.4 11. ?OJE-OZ 61.38 2.151E-Oi 6.538E-03
51.40 Z.846E-Ol ). I 1.9HE-02 61.91 Z.:iilBE-OI B.\l!i2i:-i.3
51.91l 2. 581E-':11 3. 1 1.449E-uZ 6Z.43 Z.356 E-':l1 tl.823I:-li3
58.4oJ 2.41ZE-OI Z.1 7.j4JE-\JZ 62.96 Z.Z54E-Ol 6.1dE-u3
58.19 Z.Z33E-OI 3.6 6.198E-u2 63.31 Z.u3t1E-01 1.Z46E-(,,3
59.Z9 1.949E-Ol 3.Z 6.117i:-OZ 63.S'" 1.781 E-O I 5.6il3E-03
59.79 1.849E-Ol 2.7 5.9il6E-OZ 64.41 1.693E-ul 4.643E-u3
60.40 1.750E-OI 3.1 5. d7llf-JZ 65.0!i 1.6U5E-JI 4.915E-03
60.9,) 1.561E-Ol 3.3 5.4uZE-OZ 65.51 1.4JJE-Ol 4.775E-·Jl
61.40 1.41lE-01 3.Z 5.Z41E-,)Z 66.1'" 10352E-OI 4.l05E-03
61.90 l.l60E-01 3.6 4.99IE-OZ 66.62 I.Z52E-OI 4.483E-03
6Z.4') I.Z73E-Cil J.a 4.8U7E-OZ 61.14 I.IBE-Ol 4.41uE-03
6Z.90 1.IZ3E-OI J.Cl 4.367E-.:IZ 61.66 I.OHE-OI 3.919E-133
6 ~.40 1.lZIE-OI 3.Z 4.484E-02 6d.18 I.Ol6E-01 3.328E-03
63.90 1.J30E-Ol 3.9 4.237E-u2 68.1u 9. 535E-o)Z 3.121E-Ol
64.40 B.95ZE-OZ 4.1 3.181E-il2 69.2Z 8.3UIE-OZ 3.42~E-u3
61>.29 6.336F.-OZ 3.4 Z.91IE-uZ 11.19 5.9oJIlE-OZ 1.996E-03
61.90 5.856E-02 3. I 2.989E-02 lZ.86 5.486E-02 1.691E-03
69.40 4.468E-OZ '•• 1 Z.'t63E-uZ 14.41 4.Z04E-OZ 1.140E-03
10.90 3.105E-OZ 4.7 1.1I44E-OZ 15.'15 Z.'135E-U2 I.HIE-')3
7Z.29 Z.43ZE-OZ 4.7 1.545E-uZ 17.39 Z.309E-uZ I.09ZE-03
73.90 2.IBJE-02 ',.6 1.49TE-uZ 79.04 Z.\.l83E-OZ 9.l>1>51:-u4
75.40 1.515E-OZ b.l 1.I13E-OZ BO.58 1.45ZE-02 8.9Zuc-04
76.9U 1.025E-OZ 6.9 1l.049E-u3 8Z. 11 9.870E-\)) 6.85,1::-04
7B.29 7.679E-03 1.Z 6.401E-u3 1l3.53 1.4Z8E-u3 .; .J22E-04
19.90 7.Z67E-03 b.6 6.491E-03 :35.11 7.065E-03 4.669E-U4
Bl.40 5.5B9E-OJ 1l.3 5.31IE-U3 db.69 5.46UE-03 4.5Z9E-04
8Z.90 3.412E-03 10.1 3.504E-03 88.21 3.4\ltlE-03 3.436E-04
84.29 J.147E-u3 9.~ 3.353E-03 89.61 3.103E-03 3.060E-04
85.90 Z.658E-03 9.8 3.013E-03 91.23 Z.635E-03 Z.519E-04
87.40 1.848E-03 IZ.8 Z. ZI4E-':l3 9Z.14 1. 84UE-03 Z.3491::-04
88.90 1.506E-03 13.2 1.90bE-uJ 94.25 1.50ßE-03 1.998E-u4
91.79 4.b06E-04 Z6.7 6.445E-04 91.13 4.654E-04 I.Z43E-\J4
93.40 1.901E-04 17.4 1.168E-u3 98.74 8.03ZE-04 1.394E-u4
94.90 1.578E-04 76.4 Z.446E-04 100.23 1.bluE-04 I. ZHE-04
96.40 3.494E-04 25.6 5.683E-04 101.71 3.584E-04 9.1701:-u5
99.29 1.168E-04 45.5 Z.075E-04 104.56 1.2J9E-04 5.509E-05
100.90 Z.480E-04 JO.O 4.6Z0E-04 106.15 Z.58IE-04 1.749E-05
102.40 Z.664E-05 IZ 1.9 5.18uE-05 101.6Z 2.18uE-05 3.5651:-05
103.90 Z.458E-05 185.1> 4.9841::-05 IJ9.09 Z.583E-05 4.1~5E-u5
c - 7
SCATTERING OF 4-HE PARTICLES ON 48-CA
HA8 .. 104.000 MEV Q .. 0.0 MEV .. o +
ECM 95.988 MEV K ,. 4.11921fERMI ETA .. 1.2H81
LABORATORY OATA RUTHERFORO CM OATA
THETA SIGMA OSIGMA SI GI1A/SR THEU SIGMA OSIGMA
OEGREE MB/SR oe OEGREE MB/SR MB/SR
2.89 3.115E+05 9.4 6.597E-Ol 3.14 2.643E+05 2.482E+U4
3.39 1.658E+05 11.6 6.b4 7E-O 1 3.68 1.407E+05 1.632E+04
4.41 7.Z15E+04 10.4 8.304E-Ol 4.79 6.125E+04 6.366E+03
4.91 4.3HE+04 lu.5 1.64ciE-Ol 5.33 3.618E+04 3.8801':+03
5.39 2.749E+04 10.3 7.J38E-Ol 5.115 2.B4E+04 2.415E+03
6.00 1.312E+04 15.3 5.154E-Ol 6.51 1.114E+.J4 1.70ZE+03
6.50 5.034E+03 22.3 2.7Z4E-Ol 7.06 4.276E+03 9.543E+02
1.JO Z.OO3E+03 L9.4 L.457E-Ol 7.60 L.702l:+':>3 3.30ZE+OZ
1.50 1.199E+03 9.6 L.14?E-0 1 8.14 1.J19E+u3 9.741E+ÜL
8.00 1.190E+J3 6.6 L.476E-ul 8.08 1.0L2E+03 6.6HE+OL
8.50 1.595E+u3 5.1 2.519E-Ul 9.23 1.355E+03 7.765/:+01
9.00 L.866E+03 5.1 3.1u4E-Ol 9.11 1.5B7E+03 8ol34E+Ol
9.50 Z.066E+03 4.0 5.089E-Ol 10.31 1.151E+IJ3 6.966E+Ul
10.00 1.901E+iJ3 4.5 5. 146E-OL lv.85 L.617E+03 1.25UE+Ol
10.39 L.562E+i)3 4.1 5.499E-Ol 11. Z1 1. 3291::+03 6.198E+Ol
10.119 1.214E+03 5.1 5.410E-ul 11.82 1.J841:+U3 5.525E+Ul
LL. 39 9.L55E+02 B.3 4.650E-ul LZ.36 1.1BE +02 6.44uE+ul
L2.00 4.324E+02 L4.9 2.1;)4E-Ol 13.0Z 3.68ZE+UZ 5.490,,+(,1
lZ.5v 1.841E+02 Zl.6 1.355E-Ol 13.56 1.569E+02 3.381E+ül
13.0U 3.605E+Ol 4Z.8 3.L01E-02 L'•• 10 3•.H2E+ul 1.ÜSE+UL
13.50 3.014E+vl 13.0 3.J13[-iJZ L4.65 2.569E+iH· j~343E+uO
L4.00 6.143E+vl 11.3 1. 09BE-U 2 15.19 5.238E+OL 9.01UE+Jv
14.50 L.351E+02 L2.3 L.Bu3E-OL L5.13 L.15dE+OZ L.427E+.Jl
14.15 1.816E+O' 1.9 2.582E-Ol 16.0J 1.549E+02 L.Z2ZE+ul
L5.00 2.065E+OZ 3.4 3.L39[-01 16.21 1.162[+OZ 5.925E+00
15.25 2.131F.+U2 2.1 3.459E-vl lb.54 L. J 1BE +02 '•• B31 E+00
lj.50 Z032bE+\l2 2.1 4. J211F.-J L 16.81 L.905E+J2 5.3L2E+OU
15.15 2.419E+02 L.5 4.466E-ul 11.u8 2.066E+uZ 3. 14dE+uiJ
lu.OO 2.410E+02 L. L 4.15LE-OL L1.35 2.065E+02 2.17üE+UO
16.Z5 2.439E+UZ 6.5 5.096€-J1 17.62 2.0B3E+OZ L.358E+Ol
16.39 2.246E+OZ 4.8 4.851E-Ol 11.11 1.919E+02 9.294E+Ou
16.89 l.860E+02 5.5 4.533E-OL L8.32 1.59JE+02 i:l.793E+vO
11.39 1.234E+OZ 8.3 3.316E-vl ld.86 1. )55E+uZ 11. 132E+OO
lB.OO 1.658E+Ol 9.6 2.402E-Ol 19.5Z 6.55UE+Ol 6.296E+()O
lB.50 4.191E+Ol 13.7 L.463E-Ol ZU.06 3.592E+iJL 4.919E+JJ
19.00 1.910E+Ol 12.9 1.655E-02 20.00 L.686E+OL 2.1u8E+00
19.50 1.125E +01 1.Z 1.429E-·)2 21. L4 L.417E+Jl 1.061E+\;O
ZO.OO 2.619E+Ol 9.2 1.241E-ul Zl.68 2.245E+vl 2.JbZE+Oü
20.50 4.027E+Ol 6.0 2.L15E-Cll 22.22 3.453E+Ol 2.0631:+00
2L.00 4.815E+Ol 4.L 2.816E-Ol 22.16 4.LB2E+Ol 1.130E+vu
21.50 5.900E+Ol 3.1 3.74 LE-(Jl 23.30 ).Ob4E+Ol L.5B7E+00
22.00 6.455E+Ol 2.3 4.48Z[-ul 23.84 5.~43E+Ol 1.262E+Ou
Z2.B9 5.490E+Ol 3.2 4.4511E-ill 24.80 4.719E+ul 1.5ZlE+uO
23.39 4.488E+Ol 4.6 3.968E-Ol 25.34 3.~60E+Ol 1. 116E +00
24.50 2.40lE+Ol 6.5 2.55\1E-Ol 26.53 2.1.169E+01 1.350E+IlIJ
Z5.00 1.867E+01 4.8 2.146E-ul 21.01 1.609E+Ol 7.149E-Ol
26.00 1.345E+Ol 3.8 1.004E-Ol 2B.15 L.161E+01 4.446E-Ul
Z6.50 1.313E+Ol 3.1 1.984E-Ol 28.69 1.185E+Ol 3.63ZE-Ol
27.5J 1.653E+Ol 3.1 2.763E-Ol 29.11 1.429E+Ol 4.386E-Ol
2B.00 1.712E+Ol Z.5 3.180E-Ol 30.30 1.533E+1l1 3.828E-Ol
Z8.50 1.A38E+Ol 2.6 3.535E-Ol 30.84 1.591E+u1 4.153E-Gl
29.00 1.159E+01 2.9 3. 6l2[-U 1 31.38 1.524E+01 4.360E-Ol
29.39 1.583E+Ol 3.1 3.433E-Ol 31.8u 1.372E+Ol 4.3l0E-Cil
Z9.89 1.396E+Ol 4.1 3.235E-Ol 3Z.33 1.211E+Ol 4.9111E-ul
30.39 1.079E+Ol 4.9 2.666E-Ol 32.B1 9.366E+00 4.460E-Ol
31.00 8.683E+00 4.3 2.3l0E-01 33.53 1.543E+00 3.21lE-Ol
31.50 1.Z48E+00 5.8 2.061E-Ol 34.06 6.302E+uO 3.640E-Ol
32.00 4.9Z6E+OO 6.5 1.489E-01 34.60 4.Z86E+00 2.767E-Ul
32.50 4.34 7E +OU 3.9 1.396E-Ol 35.14 3.785E+0~ 1.477E-Ol
33.00 4.070E+OO 4.Z 1. 391E-0 1 35.67 3.541E+OU 1.416E-Ol
33.50 3.553E+00 3.9 1.284E-Ol 36.21 3.098E+OO 1.Z19E-Ol
34.00 3.991E+OO 4.0 1. 5Z4E-0 1 36.14 3.414E+OO 1.399E-Ol
34.50 3.452E+00 4.4 1.398E-Ol 37 .28 3.015E+OO 1.324E-Ol
34.94 3.717E+OO 1.9 1.581E-01 37 .15 3.249E+Ou 6.021E-OZ
35.43 3.1l9E+OO 2.2 1.670E-Ol 38.Z1 3.254E+OO 1.110E-C,Z
35.93 3.476E+OO 3.0 1.648E-Ol 38.81 3.1l44E+OO 9.189E-OZ
36.43 3.009E+00 3.5 1.505E-Ol 39.34 2.637E+i.lO 9.255E-OZ
36.99 2.618E+00 4.1 1.406E-Ol 39. B4 2.348E+00 9.51c.E-OZ
37.39 2.061E+OO 5.6 1. 140E-Ol 40.31 1. B09E +00 1.009E-Ol
31.89 1.639E+OO 4.l 9.540E-OZ 40.91 1.439E+JO 6.011E-02
39.40 1.455E+OO 4.1 8.917E-02 41.45 1.280E+OO 5.2Z1E-OZ




ELAB : 104.JO~ MEV
'I-nE ~ARTIClES üN 48-CA
MEV '" 0 +
ECM 95.988 MEV K '" 4. 1192/fEk"1l ETA .. 1.2Hdl
(cQ>ntinued)
LABORATORY OATA RUTHERFORD CI'1 JATA
THETA SIGf04A DSluMA 5 I G:1A1 SR THI: TA SluMA ")S lGI1A
DEGREE MB/SR 't j)EGKEE MB/SR MB/SR
39.50 1.339E+Ov 2.5 9.143E-u2 42.62 1.11.,,1: +uu <:.9U51:-u2
't0.00 1.502E+OO 2.8 1.1>77E-Jl 43.15 1.325E+()u 3.b85E-02
40.50 1.448E+1I0 2.4 1.u89E-1>1 43.CJ9 1.279E+,).J 3.1211::-00!
41.00 1.527E+uO 1.8 1.2u3E-Ol 44.22 1.35uE+OU 2.4b8E-l.2
41.50 1.551E+00 1.9 1.200~-01 44.75 1.312E+vu 2.4'JE-C2
42.00 1.621E+OiJ 2.4 1.40bE-ul 45.28 1.,.4lE+uu 3.4uuE-lJ2
.42.44 1.771E+()0 2.4 1.592[-01 45.75 1.57uE+Ou 3.7711:-02
42.90 1.622E+OO .2.3 1.519E-01 46 • .24 1.'.38E+O(" 3.329E-u2
43.40 1.551E+OO .2.0 1.524E-ul 46.77 1.3tl2E+\lv 2.827E-U2
43.90 1.503E+00 2.0 1. 537E-0 1 47.30 1. H~E+JU 2.721E-<;2
't4.44 1.451E+00 2.2 1.555E-ul 41.il8 1.2~lE+uu 2.815E-02
44.95 1.334E+Ou 2.4 1.493E-jl 48.41 1.1:lME+OU 2,89BE-(j2
45.43 1.262E+00 2.4 1.41üE-Ol 411.93 1.125E+uU' 2.b89E-('2
45.93 1.1811:+00 2.4 1.4HE-ul 49.45 1.J54E+()ü 2.522E-u2
46.43 1.203E+00 2.3 1.522E-ul 4'#.99 1• .J15E+vu 2,"'ilUE-l.J2
47.00 1.292E+00 3.9 1.712E-;)1 5.J.5'1 1.156E+()ü 't.415E-u2
41.50 1.110E+01> 3.7 1.53u(-ill ~;l.12 '1 • .,,35[-01 3.7\.10E-02
48.00 1. 116E+00 3.4 1. b..l 01::-1> 1 51.65 1.JJI>E+UO 3.432E-\.I2
48.50 l.l95E+OO 3.6 1.7821:-,)1 52.11 1.013E+Ou 3.907E-('2
48.89 1.300E+00 4.6 1.997[-01 52.59 1.1b7E+uU 5.3b7E-\l2
49.39 1.099E+00 4.3 1.155E-Ol ~3.11 9.81l4E-Ol 4.225E-J2
49.89 1.111E+00 3.9 1.841E-',)1 53.64 9d98E-vl 3.!J73E-v2
50.50 1.212E+00 4.1 2. 20bl:-~1 54.28 i.146E+Ju 4.1HE-C2
51.00 1.139E+00 4.2 2.05.:lE-Ol 54.al 1.028E+00 4.285E-UZ
51.50 1.001E+Ou 4.7 1.67JE-ul 55.34 9.J47E-u1 4.2U71::-u2
52.00 1.170E+Ou 5.7 2.2U4E-,jl 55.87 1.J58E+Uu 5. ""HE-02
52.50 8.683E-01 5.7 1.741E-Ol 56.39 7. %.2E-.:l1 4.415E-(j2
53.00 8.483E-Ol 4.1 1.7b2E-ul 56.92 7. 690E-0 1 3.1b6E-U2
53.29 8.32lE-Ol 3.9 1.764E-Ol 51.20! 7.548E-Jl 2.9Z3E-02
53.50 8.387E-Ol 5.0 1. 804E-0 1 57.44 7.611E-01 3.tl31E-ü2
54.00 6.480E-Ol 5.9 1.443E-ul 51.91 5.dIl8E-Jl 3.494E-02
54.45 6.842E-01 3.1 1.571E-01 58.45 6• .224E-Ol 1.941E-Ci2
55.9iJ 5.~17E-01 5.1 1.512E-Ol 59.96 5.45L>E-Ol 2.766E-02
56.40 6.644E-01 4.4 1.736E-ul 60.48 0.072E-01 2.701E-Ci2
51.'t0 5.11lE-01 5.6 1.441E-Ol bl.53 4.13 7E-Ol .2.661E-02
~7.93 4.428E-Ol 4.(, 1.27bE-U1 62.08 4.J62E-01 1.8771::-02
59.50 3.950E-Ol 6.8 1.256E-01 63.73 3.638E-01 2.491E-C2
61.00 4.121E-Ol 5.9 1.414E-Ol 65.29 3.810E-.:Il 2.267f;-02
62.89 3.115E-Ol 7.2 1.233E-Ol 67.26 2.95iJE-01 2.113E-02
64.50 2.501E-Ol 7.5 1.063E-Ol 68.93 2.334E-01 1.748E-02
66.00 .2.04JE-Ol 8.8 9.426E-02 7v.48 1.913E-Ol 1.681E-iJ2
67.50 1.829E-01 8.6 'li.137E-02 7.2 .03 1.12uE-(Jl 1.41~E-(j2
69.39 1.045E-Ol 9.9 5. 753E-0.2 73.98 "'.818E-02 9. 8J4E-~')
71.00 9.639E-Q2 9.5 5.750E-02 75.64 "'.154E-02 8.65.21::-03
12.50 6.490E-02 12.5 4. 163E-0 2 71.18 6.189E-02 1.7.25E-u3
14.00 5.351E-02 12.5 3.687E-02 78.71 5.130E-02 6.406E-03
75.89 3.351E-02 1b.5 2.514E-O.2 80.65 3.227E-02 5.324E-03
17.50 3.666E-02 14.6 2.954E-02 82.29 3.541E-u2 5.11lE-u3
79.00 3.103E-02 17.1 2.666E-02 83.81 3.1>15E-02 5.167E-C3
80.50 1.17~E-02 21.0 1.628E-02 8::;.34 1.1HE-02 3. b46E-03
81.89 9.369E-03 29.5 9.015E-03 86.74 9.181E-03 2.70bE-03
83.50 1.416E-02 22.1 1.462E-02 88.31 1.39,.E-U2 3.0861::-U3
85.00 8.654E-03 10.3 9.471E-03 89.88 8.559E-03 2. 5CJ 1f:-Ci 3
86.50 9.036E-03 27.3 l.046E-0.2 91.39 8.976E-01 2.452E-03
90.25 7.639E-ü3 30.3 1.013E-02 95.15 7.674E-03 2.329E-03
95.25 2.36JE-OJ 13.2 3.701E-03 100.13 2.409E-03 1.763E-03
